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Abstract
Location-sharing services have become increasingly popular with the proliferation
of smartphones and online social networks. People share their locations with each
other to record their daily lives or satisfy their social needs. At the same time,
inappropriate disclosure of location information poses threats to people’s privacy.
One of the reasons why people fail to protect their location privacy is the difficulty
of using the current mechanisms to manually configure location-privacy settings.
Since people’s location-privacy preferences are context-aware, manual configuration
is cumbersome. People’s incapability and unwillingness to do so lead to unexpected
location disclosures that violate their location privacy.
In this thesis, we investigate the feasibility of using recommender systems to help
people protect their location privacy. We examine the performance of location-
privacy recommender systems and compare it with the state-of-the-art. We also
conduct online user studies to understand people’s acceptance of such recommender
systems and their concerns. We revise our design of the systems according to the
results of the user studies.
We find that user-based collaborative filtering can accurately recommend location-
privacy preferences and outperform the state-of-the-art when training data are insuf-
ficient. From users’ perspective, their acceptance of location-privacy recommender
systems is affected by the openness and the context of recommendations and their
privacy concerns about the systems. It is feasible to use data obfuscation or decen-
tralisation to alleviate people’s concerns and meanwhile keep the systems robust
against malicious data attacks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In 1991, Mark Weiser discussed his perspective [140] about how computers in the 21st century
would become. As described in his article, these computers would exist in different types, from
pocket-size computers, i.e., tabs, to page-size ones, i.e., pads. All of these computers would be
integrated seamlessly into people’s daily lives, which is defined as “Ubiquitous Computing”.
Nowadays, 25 years after the definition of ubiquitous computing, this change is obviously
happening around us. In recent years we have experienced the proliferation of “smart mobile
devices”, including tab devices such as the iPhone and smartphones running Android OS, and
pad devices such as the iPad. It is forecast that the global smartphone shipment will be more
than 1.7 billion units by 2018 [3]. The ubiquity of these devices boosts the generation of a large
amount of personal data about individuals in our daily lives [88]. With the help of the Internet,
these data are collected and used by many parties such as commercial companies [155] and
research communities [77], and are shared by individual users with each other.
Like all new technologies, ubiquitous computing has not only brought soaring generation of per-
sonal data, but also new challenges. One of these is the privacy risks from overexposing personal
data. As in ubiquitous computing environments, personal data contain contextual information,
such as location, time, and social network, sensitive personal information could be inferred from
them. Thus, inappropriately sharing personal data may be an invasion of privacy. To address
this issue, privacy protection has always been an important topic in ubiquitous computing
since its early stage, such as the importance of making ubiquitous computing environments
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privacy-aware [81] and the principles to achieve such awareness [80].
One specific privacy issue in ubiquitous computing is location privacy. As most smart devices
can locate themselves through embedded receivers of the Global Positioning System (GPS),
people can access their location information through their devices. Cooperating with other
information, location information can provide the context of users, and such context can help
provide personalised services. Such location-based services (LBS) have become increasingly
popular. For example, people now can use map applications such as Google Maps1 on their
mobile devices to search and find nearby places or navigate to their destinations, rather than
purchasing the devices specifically designed for these purposes. Popular games such as Pokémon
Go2 introduce location-based features that personalise users’ game experience based on their
geographical positions. People can share their locations with each other for social needs or
receiving rewards. For example, online social network (OSN) platforms such as Facebook3 and
Twitter4 introduce location information in their services, allowing their users to publish location
check-ins in their posts or tweets. Location-sharing applications such as Foursquare/Swarm5
allow users to public location check-ins to claim badges or discounts. This type of location-
sharing services (LSS) requires stronger privacy protection than other LBS, since users share their
locations with others rather than keeping it by themselves [11]. Thus, users in LSS have concerns
about the potential privacy risks, such as revealing home locations or being stalked [134], which
impede their adoption of LSS.
Investigating and addressing the privacy issues in LSS may resolve people’s concerns and
provide them with better experience when using LSS applications. Apart from commercial
applications, the location check-in data generated in LSS are also valuable in many research
areas. By analysing these location check-in data, we can have a better understanding about
people’s activities such as their mobility patterns, about the social relationships between them,
and the relations between different locations. These results can help us improve the designs
of LBS applications and can also contribute to other areas such as tourism [124] and urban
1http://maps.google.com
2http://www.pokemongo.com
3http://www.facebook.com
4http:twitter.com
5http://www.swarmapp.com
3planning [154]. The study of privacy protection in LSS can also contribute to the privacy
protection research in other scenarios that have complicated contexts like LSS do, such as online
social networks or mobile operating systems.
The most commonly provided privacy protection mechanism by LSS applications is access
control [120]. People manually configure the settings that control with whom they want to
share their location information. These mechanisms, such as role-based access control (RBAC)
models [119], have been being used since long before the birth of ubiquitous computing and
LSS. As the contexts in LSS are more complicated than before, such mechanisms have been
argued to be not effective enough to protect people’s location privacy. People’s location-privacy
preferences are context-aware, which means they have different decisions about sharing locations
in different contexts. Expressing these location-privacy preferences by using access control
mechanism is burdensome. For example, as shown in Figure 1.1, people can only manually
configure their location-privacy settings on Facebook every time when they want to publish
location check-ins. Thus, users have difficulties in controlling access to their location information
in LSS.
Figure 1.1: Facebook user interfaces to configure location-privacy settings. Users have to
manually specify with whom they want to share and not share.
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The unwillingness to manually configure location-privacy settings is a typical information over-
load problem [87]. When being given too many choices, people have difficulty to do it accurately,
as their preferences change based on the context of decisions. Such problems have been studied
for a long time [40, 52, 87]. One of the commonly used solutions, is using recommender systems
to recommend decisions for users. For example, online shopping websites such as Amazon.com
recommend products to consumers based on their purchase history, thereby helping them find
what they want more quickly. Online video websites such as Netflix6 and Youtube7 recommend
videos to users who share similar preferences about videos. These recommender systems use
their users’ preferences in products or videos as crowdsourcing sources, which collect and
aggregate the opinions of a large group of people, and make recommendations among the users
whose preferences are similar with each other. These applications of recommender systems have
achieved success to solve the information overload problems in online shopping and online video
browsing. Then, motivated by these successful instances, can we use the same system to solve
the same problem in a different area, which is recommending location-privacy settings to people?
Like many other kinds of preferences, location-privacy preferences are complicated. However,
like many other kinds of preferences, location-privacy preferences also have similarity. If we can
use people’s location-privacy preferences as a crowdsourcing source and find the similarity in
these preferences, then we can use the data from the users who are similar to each other, in terms
of location-privacy preferences, to help each other. If these recommendations are accurate, then
we can use these recommendations to configure people’s location-privacy settings automatically,
thereby alleviating the burden of users to do so.
We therefore propose a location-privacy recommender system using user-based collaborative
filtering (CF) to recommend location-privacy decisions and use the recommendations to automat-
ically configure users’ location-privacy settings. User-based CF is a technique in recommender
systems. It can find people who have similar preferences (e.g., location-privacy preferences
in our case) as a crowdsourcing source to make recommendations. If the proposed system
works accurately, it may solve the above mentioned problem. Compared with other areas of
recommendations, such as movies and musics, location-privacy recommendations are more
6http://www.netflix.com
7http://www.youtube.com
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sensitive. Failed movie recommendations may be ignored by users, whereas failed location-
privacy recommendations may cause more consequences. Thus, it is also important to investigate
whether people accept location-privacy recommender systems, and what factors can affect their
acceptance.
The goal of the proposed location-privacy recommender system is to let people accept the
recommendations so that they do not need to manually configure the settings by themselves.
Thus, we hope that the recommendations would be as acceptable as possible. If we can find out
the factors that affect people’s acceptance, then can we revise and improve our design of the
system according to our findings, to improve people’s acceptance?
This thesis aims to investigate the feasibility of using recommender system to help people with
their location privacy and to understand their acceptance of such recommender system. We
examine the following questions:
• Q1 Can recommender systems provide accurate location-privacy recommendations?
• Q2 What factors affect people’s acceptance of location-privacy recommender systems?
• Q3 How can we modify the design of location-privacy recommender systems to make them
more acceptable and robust against malicious data attacks?
1.1 Thesis
We have proposed that recommender systems using crowdsourcing data may be potentially
capable to recommend location-privacy settings and be accepted by people. Therefore we offer
the following thesis:
User-based CF recommender systems can help people manage location-sharing in an accurate,
acceptable, and robust way.
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1.2 Goals and approach
The main goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that recommender systems can be used to help
people with their location privacy in LSS. To do so, we test our proposed location-privacy
recommender on the location-privacy preference data collected from the real world. Although
online crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk8) provide an easier
way to collect data with larger sample sizes, we believe that data collected from the real world
have better quality than data collected from online platforms.
We conduct a series of experiments, including offline evaluation, online user studies, and offline
simulation, to examine our research questions.
To answer Q1, we implement our location-privacy recommender using user-based CF and
evaluate its performance on the data through offline experiments. Compared with evaluating the
performance in situ, offline evaluation allows us to conduct multiple repeated experiments with
different evaluation strategies. We split the data in two different ways to simulate two different
application scenarios in LSS, which are the performance with enough data and the performance
with insufficient data.
To answer Q2, we conduct on-line user studies to investigate what factors can affect people’s
acceptance of our location-privacy recommenders when they use them. We evaluate the effects of
the factors from both the users’ side and the recommenders’ side. With the help of a user-centric
evaluation framework, we can find out what factors affect users’ acceptance of location-privacy
recommenders, under the condition of unchanged recommendation accuracy.
To answer Q3, we revise the design of our system by using data obfuscation and decentralisation,
and compare its performance with that of the old one through simulation. We also simulate
specific scenarios to evaluate the robustness of the revised system.
8http://www.mturk.com
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1.3 Outline of dissertation
In Chapter 2 and 3, we introduce the background of this work and the state-of-the-art in the area
that we focus on.
• In Chapter 2, we introduce the evolution of location-based services (LBS) and location-
sharing servers (LSS). We introduce some LSS applications, both commercially and academ-
ically. We also examine people’s motivations of using LSS and the different types of privacy
risks that hinder their adoption.
• In Chapter 3, we discuss the related work in the area of people’s location privacy preferences
and privacy-enhanced technologies in LSS. We highlight the research questions that this
thesis aims to answer and justify our decision.
In Chapters 4, 5, and 6, we discuss our experiments, results, and analysis.
• In Chapter 4, we demonstrate that user-based CF recommenders can provide accurate
location-privacy recommendations. In addition, it has better performance with insufficient
data, compared with model-based classifiers.
• In Chapter 5, we evaluate people’s acceptance of location-privacy recommenders. By
conducting online user studies, we demonstrate that people have privacy concerns about
providing their data to a centralised location-privacy recommender server and such concerns
decrease their acceptance of the system.
• In Chapter 6, we demonstrate that location-privacy recommenders have the potential to be
implemented in a privacy-aware fashion, or to be implemented without centralised servers.
Such decentralised recommenders have good performance and are robust against the attack
from malicious users.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude this thesis by summarising our contributions and discuss
possible future research topics.
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Chapter 2
Location-sharing services and location
privacy
In this chapter, we discuss how LSS enter into people’s daily lives, how people benefit from
using LSS, and what kind of negative implications LSS have brought. First, we introduce the
history of LSS in the context of LBS, which is the superset that contains not only LSS, but also
other types of services. We then look at why people use LSS and how they can benefit from
using them. We finally discuss the negative implications, i.e., the privacy risks, of using LSS.
2.1 Location-sharing services
In this section, we discuss the origin and development of LBS and how LSS have originated
with such development. The commercial applications and the research value of LSS are also
discussed.
2.1.1 Location-based services
In 1996, the Federal Communications Commission passed the E911 mandate. According to
the mandate, mobile-network providers are required to be able to locate 911 emergency callers.
The mandate drove the early usage of location information in the real world. In fact, before the
mandate, research communities had already considered to introduce location information into
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ubiquitous computing environments [126, 140], such as the Active Badge [138] system.
As the technologies that support LBS became mature, the definitions of LBS gradually became
clear. As described by Brimicombe [21], from the perspective of systems, LBS are the intersec-
tion of several technologies, including geographic information systems (GIS), Internet, and new
information and communication technologies (NICTs). The NICTs are specifically defined as
mobile devices and wireless devices by Zipf and Jöst [160]. From the perspective of users [161],
LBS are “services for mobile users that take the current position of the user into account when
performing their task”.
From the perspective of systems, as shown in Figure 2.1, LBS are supported by three components,
i.e., mobile devices hold by users, Internet that allows data to be transmitted, and GIS that locate
users. The mobile devices can be mobile phones, tablets, personal navigational assistant (PNA),
and so forth. These devices are can be located through various techniques in GIS, such as GPS.
Users’ location information is transmitted through communication networks such as cellular
networks and wireless local area networks to enable LBS.
Figure 2.1: LBS from a system-oriented view (from [160]).
As discussed by Bellavista et al. [11], the evolution of LBS proceeds with constantly emerging
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new technologies. In the early stage of LBS, people’s location information was mainly used
as a condition to refine or personalise search results. As smart phones become more and more
popular, more sophisticated services, such as navigation, are supported. With the proliferation of
OSN, people are able to share their location information through OSN platforms with each other.
In the following subsections, we discuss the applications in the areas of location-based search,
navigation, and location-sharing services, respectively.
2.1.2 Location-based search
Location-based search is one of the major applications in LBS. By using location information,
people can find the points of interest (POI) around their geographical locations. For example, the
CRUMPET system [124] uses tourists’ location information to recommend tourist attractions to
them. Their tourism experience can be context-aware with the help of location information. For
service providers, location information can also be beneficial. One example is location-based
advertising, which personalises advertisements according to target users’ locations [34, 73, 82].
In location-based search, location information is used in the same way in which other types
of information are used, providing restrictions for search results. The geographical relations
between different locations are not exploited. As more and more location data are generated,
navigation services based on geographical relations become available.
2.1.3 Navigation
In LBS, navigation applications can help users find the routes from their current locations to
their destinations. In early LBS, navigation was mainly provided by specialised devices such as
portable navigation devices (PND). With the proliferation of smartphones and the maturation
of their functions, commercial navigation services, such as Google Maps1, have become more
and more widely used. This trend leads to the generation of abundant trajectory data, which has
inspired many research topics such as mobility prediction [35, 121], trajectory data mining [153],
and urban computing [154].
1http://maps.google.com
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In navigation services, the relations between different locations are considered. However, the
location information in navigation is still self-referencing [11], which means that people request
their location information and then use it by themselves. With the help of Web 2.0, which
enabled user-generated content, and the help of OSN platforms, such as Facebook2, Twitter3, and
Foursquare4, which allowed users to share these content with each other, LSS entered people’s
lives.
2.1.4 Location-sharing services
With the increasing adoption of smartphones [3] and the proliferation of OSN [102], people
become able to publish location check-ins and share them with each other. This is known as
location-based social networks (LBSN) [128] wherein people can share their locations through
LSS.
In 2003, the Dodgeball company was founded by Dennis Crowley and Alex Rainert. The
Dodgeball application [56, 96] allowed people to send text messages about their locations to
Dodgeball servers and the servers then sent these text messages to the users who were in the
sender’s Dodgeball network. The location information was reported by users themselves rather
than using GPS. In addition, the communication of the service was through short message service
(SMS) rather than mobile data networks.
In 2007, the location-based social network site Gowalla5 was launched. It allowed users to check
in at locations and share these check-ins through their Facebook or Twitter accounts. In addition,
it provided bonus to users for their location check-ins as incentives.
In 2009, Dennis Crowley and Naveen Selvadurai launched Foursquare. Its early version was
a mobile application that provided both location-based searching and LSS. People could use
Foursquare to receive recommendations based on their current locations and could publish
location check-ins to others. Since 2014, the location-sharing features have been moved to
2http://www.facebook.com
3http://twitter.com
4http://foursqaure.com
5http://gowalla.com
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Swarm6 (Figure 2.2), which is a companion application of Foursquare. Google also launched
Google Latitude7 in 2009, after they closed Dodgeball. Google Latitude users could share their
current locations to certain groups of people and they could also control the granularity of the
shared locations.
Figure 2.2: LSS applications on Android platform. From left to right: Facebook, Foursquare
Swarm, and Twitter. Users can share their locations with their social networks and attach their
location information to photos, videos, and activities in their posts.
Apart from the above mentioned applications that dedicate to LSS, many online social network
websites also allow their users to associate their posts with location information. For example,
as shown in Figure 2.2, Facebook users can associate their posts with their locations. Twitter
and Instagram also allow geotagged tweets and photos. People can use these functions to share
interesting locations with their friends in their social network, or to find nearby friends.
The widespread use of commercial LSS applications boosts the amount of location check-in data
generated in the real world. According to Foursquare, they have more than 10 billion overall
check-ins and the average daily check-ins on Swarm are 9 million [1]. This tremendous amount
6http://www.swarmapp.com
7http://latitude.google.com
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of location check-in data have inspired many research areas that can help us understand people’s
activity patterns [98].
Mining LSS users’ location check-in histories can help us understand their activities. Ye
et al. [147] propose a framework to mine individual life patterns from people’s GPS data. Their
results show that the predictability of life patterns is relatively high, although some of these
patterns are trivial as it is the nature of frequent life styles. In addition, their results show many
private patterns from the GPS data, which suggests that there are potential privacy risks from
sharing locations. Cho et al. [28] investigate people’s activity in terms of the predictability
of future locations. By analysing the data from location-based social networks, they find that
people’s mobility shows periodicity and is within a bounded region. These features make their
mobility predictable. Meanwhile, people’s social relationships, i.e., friendships, are correlated
with their mobility, which means considering their friends’ mobility can improve the accuracy of
prediction. Lian and Xie [83] investigate naming patterns in people’s location check-in histories.
They find that, in LSS, the naming of locations is mainly decided by four features in the check-in
data. By using these features, their model can automatically name locations for users with good
accuracy.
Apart from people’s activity, research has also been conducted to mine social relationships
from people’s location check-ins. For example, Hung et al. [57] propose a framework to detect
communities among users based on the similarity of their trajectories. Their results show
that such framework can successfully detect communities among users. Similarly, Chang and
Sun [26] also find that check-in counts and co-check-ins are strong indicators of friendships
among users. People’s location check-in histories can also indicate their similarities. Using
category-based location histories [143] or semantic trajectories [144, 149], we can find the users
who are similar with each other and can be potential friends. Thus, taking one step further,
geo-friends recommendation [150, 156] or prediction [122] based on potential social ties is
possible.
Another important research area is to mine location features based on people’s location check-ins.
Zheng et al. [158] propose a model to infer the interests of locations by using the location
check-ins from people who have visited those locations[157]. Based on the mining results, the
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model also provides classical travel routes among those locations. Their results show that the
mining results from people’s location trajectories are better than the results from rank-by-count
or rank-by-frequency methods. Data mining can also be applied to constructing popular trip
routes from uncertain location check-in histories [139]. In addition, by analysing geo-associated
documents, such as tweets with location information, we can relate locations with different topics,
which helps us find the region of interests [148]. It can also benefit many other applications [151]
such as urban planning and location-based social recommendation.
2.2 Motivations of using location-sharing services
We have already talked about how LSS entered into people’s lives with the popularity of OSN
platforms that allow people to share their location information with each other. To understand
why people use LSS and how they can benefit from using them, it is necessary to investigate
their motivations.
As LBSN are a subset of OSN, some motivations of using LSS are social-driven [129]. Lindqvist
et al. [84] conduct user studies to investigate why and how people use LSS. The reasons of
using LSS in their results include personal tracking, intimate sharing at a distance, discovery of
new people, running into friends, gaming aspect, seeing where friends have been, and recording
non-routine places. In addition, some people use LSS as a tool to tell their friends that they have
arrived their destinations safely. They find that apart from social-driven motivations, people
also check in for fun, such as claiming badges or mayorship of their houses. Similar findings
are proved by Cramer et al. [30]. Patil et al. [105] summarise the main motivations for sharing
locations as connecting with people’s social circles, to projecting an interesting personal image,
and receiving rewards, which also suggests that some motivations of using LSS are social-driven.
From individual’s perspective, people use LSS to fulfil their social needs or to receive rewards.
From the perspective of scientific research, location check-in data produced in LSS help our
understanding of people’s activity and social relationships, and the relations between different
locations. Thus, we expect more and more location check-in data generated from LSS to
contribute to our knowledge in these research areas. People’s motivation of using LSS, however,
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is hindered by their concerns about privacy [105]. Therefore, we need to understand the privacy
risks of using LSS.
2.3 Privacy in location-sharing services
We have discussed the motivations and benefits of using LSS. When using LSS, people’s
location disclosure is not always within their expectation. There are many reported cases about
people accidentally revealing their whereabouts through online social media [2, 5] or geotagged
photos [4, 6]. This kind of unexpected location disclosure is one of the negative implications of
LSS, which affects people’s adoption of LSS. Thus, it is important to understand what concerns
people have and how these issues discourage people from using LSS.
Location privacy, as described by Beresford and Stajano [13], is “the ability to prevent other
parties from learning one’s current or past location”. As LSS are cross-referencing LBS [11],
which means that people share their location information to others, the “other parties” in LSS
refer to people who can see the location information of the publishers.
The privacy issues in LSS have been one important factor that affects people’s adoption since the
early stage of LSS [138]. People need the rights to control who can see their location information
at what places during what time. Otherwise, inappropriately shared location information may
reveal other sensitive information such as health conditions and political inclinations [46]. In
addition, there are computational threats [78] such as early analysis of movement patterns and
context inference. These threats increase people’s privacy concerns [10] about LSS. Note that
these privacy risks are theoretically similar to the above mentioned data mining on people’s loca-
tion check-in data. Although they both are conducted on people’s public data, scientific research
are supposed to be under ethical restrictions [58] and have people’s informed consents [59].
Tsai et al. [134] evaluate people’s perceived privacy risks when using LSS. The privacy risks
revealed in their results can be categorised into two types. One class is the invasion of boundary,
such as being stalked, exposing home locations to people who are not supposed to know them,
being found by others you do not want to see or when you want to be alone. Another one
is being judged because of revealed locations. The first type of risks, which is the boundary
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preservation concern (BPC), is also proved by Page et al. [100], which indicates the importance
of boundary preservation in LSS. Another type of risks is from the sensitivity of locations. Toch
et al. [131] show that people perceive location sensitivities based on the diversity of people who
visit locations, and their desire to share vary based on the sensitivities. Staiano et al. [127] also
show that people consider their location information as the most sensitive and valued information
among all their mobile data. There are also other types of location privacy risks [117] such as
absence privacy, which means that people’s check-ins at some locations indicate their absence at
other locations, and co-location privacy, which means that from location check-ins, people’s
co-presence at a location may be inferred and such event may be sensitive. The violation of
absence privacy may lead to the danger of home invasion. For example, as shown in Figure 2.3,
the Please Rob Me website8 used to allow people check whether a Twitter or Foursquare user is
at home by analysing the user’s public location check-ins. The violation of co-location privacy
may cause over-exposure of social relationships [76].
Figure 2.3: “Please Rob Me”: A website that provided information about whether people were
at home, based on their location check-ins on Twitter and Foursquare.
8http://pleaserobme.com
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Given the privacy risks and concerns that people have in LSS and the sensitivity of location
information, their adoption of LSS is impeded. One way to protect location privacy is through
anonymity, such as cloaking location information spatially and temporally [14, 29, 46, 90]. By
this means, people’s locations are hidden in an area, which can be used to access LBS or to
be shared with others. Location anonymity protects people’s location privacy by controlling to
what extent that people share their locations. Its premise is that people can appropriately decide
with whom, when, and where they want to share their locations. In LSS, the commonly used
mechanism is to let users control their location-privacy policies [132, 134] by themselves. They
can decide at what place (or types of place), at what time, with whom, they want to share their
locations. Whether the control mechanisms are easy to use, however, is to be tested.
Existing research has shown the limit in the usability aspects of current privacy protection
mechanisms [63]. On the one hand, privacy settings need to be expressive so that they can
describe people’s privacy preferences accurately. On the other hand, the needed expressiveness
increases the number of privacy settings and the burden to configure them [43], which causes
the usability issues in privacy protection. Such usability issues, which broadly exist in different
areas, including OSN [93, 112] and LSS [118], essentially is a type of information overload,
which has been widely studied and mitigated with the help of recommender systems [114].
2.4 Recommender systems
Recommender systems are “software tools and techniques that provide suggestions for items
that are mostly of interest to a particular user” [114]. The recommended items in recommender
systems are decided by the scenario wherein the recommender systems are applied. For example,
Amazon.com uses recommender systems to recommend different kinds of products sold on it.
Last.fm9 recommends music, videos, and photos to its users. Facebook and Twitter recommend
friends, interesting topics, and news to their users. The primary purpose of using these recom-
mender systems is to free people from the overwhelming amount of online information that they
face and to help them find the items that they may be interested in.
The techniques in recommender systems can be categorised as content-based recommender
9http://www.last.fm
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systems [36], CF recommender systems [97], and hybrid recommender systems [22]. The
CF recommender systems, as the most popular and widely used technique [114], recommend
items based on the similarities between the users of the recommender system or the similarities
between items. Many commercial companies use them to recommend products to their users. For
example, as shown in Figure 2.4, Amazon.com provides recommendations from the “Customers
Who Bought This Item Also Bought”, which is a typical use of CF recommender systems. Netflix
also recommends videos to its users based on what they have watched before. The wide adoption
of CF recommender systems has shown their ability to solve the information overload problem
in many different areas. Thus, it is worth to study whether they can solve the similar problem in
a new area, which is privacy protection.
Figure 2.4: Products recommended by Amazon.com, when customers buy smartphones.
2.5 Discussion
LSS are gaining more and more popularity, with the proliferation of smart phones and online
social networks. People share their location information for personal tracking, discovery of
new people, receiving rewards, and so on. The location check-ins generated from LSS give
us better understanding about the activity of people, the social relationships of them, and the
relations between locations, thereby helping us improve the design of LBS applications. Both
individual users and researchers can benefit from LSS. Therefore, conducting research on LSS
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can give us deeper insights about how people use LSS and what issues they have when using
them. Answering these questions can help us find the direction to increase the adoption of LSS.
The privacy risks in LSS are known as one of the biggest obstacles for people to accept LSS
since their origin. Inappropriate disclosure of locations violates people’s social boundaries and
overexposes private locations such as home addresses. It may also reveal sensitive information
about users, and cause absence privacy or co-location privacy issues, which embarrasses users or
reveal the relationships that they do not want others to know. Physical risks such as stalking are
also possible from the overexposure of locations. Existing evidence shows that these privacy
issues jeopardise people’s adoption of LSS. Therefore, we choose the privacy aspects rather than
others of LSS as our research area, since we believe it is a vital issue.
As mentioned above, one way to address the privacy risks in LSS is to let users control their loca-
tion disclosure. Many LSS applications and OSN platforms provide access control mechanisms.
Users can manually configure these location-privacy settings. Such mechanisms, however, have
been used since long before LSS was born and cannot provide effective protection in LSS. Thus,
in this thesis, we investigate new solutions that protect location privacy in LSS more effectively.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, I have noted the following points:
• LSS have grown in use with the increasing popularity of smartphones and OSN.
• LSS have brought convenience and fun in our social lives.
• Location check-ins generated in LSS have boosted several research areas.
• There are privacy issues such as invasion of social boundary and exposure of sensitive
information in LSS.
• People have concerns about these privacy risks when using LSS.
• Existing access control mechanisms have usability issues when protecting location privacy
due to the information overload in privacy configuration.
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• Recommender systems have been used in many different areas to solve information overload
issues.
In the next chapter, we discuss how effectively can people use current location-privacy protection
mechanisms and the work that aim to help people protect their location privacy more effectively.

Chapter 3
Privacy-enhancing technologies in
location-sharing services
In Chapter 2, we discussed the development of LSS and their applications in our lives. As
LSS are becoming increasingly popular and meanwhile they have brought privacy issues to
us, it is necessary to study the reasons that cause those privacy issues. By doing this, we can
improve our design of LSS applications to protect people’s location privacy, thereby making LSS
more acceptable. One of the reasons behind the privacy issues in LSS is the usability problem,
which means people find the existing mechanisms difficult to use. Thus, we focus on the area of
privacy-enhancing technologies (PET) that help people with their privacy policies in LSS.
In this chapter, we discuss related work in the areas of the usability issues in privacy protection
and the PET that address those issues. Then we introduce our research focus in the context of
the related work and explain why we choose it.
3.1 Related work
3.1.1 Privacy preferences
To understand people’s privacy preferences in different areas such as OSN and mobile applica-
tions, many user studies have been conducted. Liu et al. [85] use an online survey to investigate
the difference between the desired privacy settings and the actual privacy settings of Facebook
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users. In their results from 200 Facebook users, actual settings match users’ desired settings
only 37% of the time. This result means that current privacy mechanisms, which ask users to
manually configure access control rules, are far from satisfying people’s privacy preferences.
Similarly, Madejski et al. [86] conduct user studies to find the difference between Facebook
users’ sharing intentions and their actual privacy settings. Their results also show that, for each
of the 65 participants in their studies, there is at least one violation in their privacy settings. This
result also suggests that people have difficulties to achieve their ideal privacy policies by using
existing privacy protection mechanisms.
The reasons behind the failure of existing privacy protection mechanisms are various. Furnell [43]
suggests that one important reason is the increasing number of privacy rules, which makes manual
privacy configuration extremely challenging for normal users. As also shown in the results of
the study conducted by Knijnenburg et al. [69], people’s information disclosure behaviours
are affected by several dimensions. For instance, they have different disclosure intentions for
different types of information. Meanwhile, the disclosure intentions of different people may also
vary. This result means that we should provide dynamic privacy policies to satisfy different types
of information and users, rather than using predefined uniform settings. More privacy policies,
however, lead to more decisions to make and more burden for users. In the user study conducted
by Zheng et al. [152], many participants express that they have lost control to configure their
privacy policies and find the privacy control settings on Facebook difficult to use. Similarly,
Korff and Bohme [75] show that when being provided with more privacy choices, people have
more negative feelings. Such dilemma between people’s dynamic privacy need and their inability
to configure privacy policies is also mentioned by Vihavainen et al. [136]. In addition, they
suggest that it is important to provide feedback to users in privacy protection. This suggestion is
similar to the concept of “informed choice” mentioned by Furnell [43], who suggests to let users
know the extent of their data sharing and the implications of sharing. The user study conducted
by Shih et al. [125] also shows that people are more cautious about their information disclosure
when they are informed.
Location-privacy preferences, as a subset of people’s privacy preferences, have the same features
mentioned above. People’s location-privacy preferences are also affected by different dimensions.
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Anthony et al. [9] show that people’s location-privacy preferences are dynamic and can be
categorised into different groups. Their location-privacy preferences are different across different
context (e.g., location). Benisch et al. [12] also show location’s effects on people’s location-
privacy preferences. They also show that time dimensions, including time-of-day and day-of-
week, also affect people’s location-privacy preferences. Thus, people need complex privacy
settings [64] to express their location-privacy preferences. This need, however, also brings
usability issues. Like other types of privacy preferences, people also find it difficult to manually
configure effective settings that match their location-privacy preferences [118]. The reasons
include the difficulty to pre-define all the settings in one go, the burden of too much configuration,
and the lack of incentives to do so [104].
Research has revealed the gap between the privacy protection that current mechanisms can
provide and the actual privacy demand of users. As discussed above, users are not informed
about the disclosure of their information. Thus, they cannot react correspondingly to change
their privacy settings. Even if they are willing to do so, the burden of configuring complex
privacy policies makes them unable to achieve their ideal privacy preferences. Therefore, to
address these issues, we can use feedback mechanisms to inform people about their information
disclosure, or (and) help them configure privacy policies by reducing the burden of doing so.
3.1.2 Feedback in privacy protection
To make OSN users more aware of the disclosure of their information, feedback mechanisms
have been introduced in privacy protection. Tsai et al. [133] investigate the effect of using
information request histories as feedback in LSS scenarios. They find that, when users being
provided the histories of requests for their locations, their privacy concerns become lower and
their comfort levels become higher, compared with those without feedback. Schlegel et al. [123]
also use the histories of location requests as feedback. In addition, they quantify the exposure of
people’s location information by using visual “eyes” on mobile devices’ screens, which makes
the feedback more intuitive. Their results suggest that such visual metaphor interfaces are more
effective than detailed access histories. Similarly, Hoyle et al. [54] also propose a visual feedback
interface to inform people about their information disclosure. Almuhimedi et al. [8] propose
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a permission manager that informs people about the frequency of their location information
disclosure. Their results show that with such permission managers, people spend more time
to reassess the permissions that allow different mobile applications to access their location
information.
Apart from information disclosure, other information can also be as useful as feedback. Venkatanathan
et al. [135] investigate the effect of location histories and find that people can configure consis-
tent and reliable location-privacy preferences if they are informed about their location histories.
Knijnenburg and Kobsa [68] show that, justifications, which are the benefits of information
disclosure, can affect people’s actual information disclosure behaviours and can be used as
feedback to increase people’s satisfaction. Harbach et al. [49] use personalised examples to show
the privacy risks of information disclosure as feedback, to help people make their decisions.
Their results show that people’s decisions are more privacy-conscious when being provided such
feedback. Their results correspond to the work of Fu et al. [42], wherein people are more likely
to take actions to protect their location privacy if they are provided run-time feedback.
Although feedback mechanisms can make people aware of their information disclosure and
can make them control their privacy policies [106], it is still cumbersome for normal users to
manually do so. Thus, privacy recommenders have been proposed to help people configure their
privacy settings.
3.1.3 Privacy recommender
As people’s privacy preferences are influenced by different dimensions, the combinations of
these dimensions can be used as contexts wherein we recommend different privacy preferences
accordingly. For example, Danezis [33] uses people’s social networks as contexts and infers
privacy policies in different contexts. Jin et al. [61] use people’s activity at different locations
as predictors for their location-sharing decisions. Similarly, Pallapa et al. [101] use people’s
behaviour in smart environments as predictors to automate their information disclosure, thereby
reducing their burden. Miettinen et al. [91] use sensor readings on people’s smartphones,
including GPS, WiFi, and Bluetooth, to construct their location context and social context, and
to make access to people’s information context-aware. Dong et al. [37] extract several context
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elements from people’s OSN data, and use them as predictors for people’s privacy preferences.
Although people’s privacy preferences are related with contexts, it is not easy to find accurate
relations to map context elements to privacy policies. As more and more sophisticated machine-
learning techniques have emerged in recent years, many researchers have proposed to use
machine-learning classifiers to build models from individual’s privacy preference histories,
and use such models to recommend privacy decisions to users. For example, Ravichandran
et al. [112] use decision tree classifiers and unsupervised cluster algorithms to learn a set of
default location-privacy settings. Such “smart default” can alleviate people’s burden of manual
configuration. Similarly, “smart default” based on many other algorithms [17, 94, 118] have also
been proposed, and have shown higher accuracy than static policies to match people’s actual
privacy preferences.
Naini et al. [95] compare the performance of different machine-learning classifiers when rec-
ommending privacy preferences. Their results show that classifiers based-on decision tree have
higher recommendation accuracy than classifiers based-on Naïve Bayes. Similar results have
also been demonstrated by Bigwood et al. [16]. Their results suggest that the Rotation Forest,
which is a type of ensemble learning method, has higher recommendation accuracy than both
decision tree and Naïve Bayes do. In addition, they introduce a new metric in the evaluation of
privacy recommenders, which is the privacy leak caused by failed recommendations.
To improve the performance of privacy recommenders, user-controllable learning schemes have
been proposed to enable users to control and interact with their privacy models. For example,
Kelley et al. [65] propose a user-controllable policy learning model. In their scheme, systems
build models from users’ privacy policies and users give feedback to systems to incrementally
improve the models. Their results show that such models can provide higher accuracy than
manual policy configuration does. Fang and LeFevre [41] propose a privacy wizard that learns
people’s privacy preferences on OSN. Their scheme also allows users to actively give feedback
to their models to achieve better recommendation accuracy. Cranshaw et al. [31] also propose
a user-controllable Gaussian mixture model that learns users’ location-privacy preferences
incrementally.
Since existing research [9, 69] has shown that some people’s privacy preferences are similar
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to each other, privacy recommenders that use crowdsourcing data rather than individual’s data
have also been proposed. Henne et al. [51] discuss the possibility of using online communities
to let people support each other with their location-privacy decisions. Toch proposes a Super-
Ego crowdsourcing framework [130] that provides location-privacy recommendations based on
location semantics. The results show that cooperating personal bias with location semantics
can improve recommendation accuracy. User-based CF [113] is a widely used recommender
technique that cooperates personal bias with crowdsourcing knowledge. Xie et al. [145] combine
user-based CF and item-based CF to make location-privacy recommendations. The performance
of such ensemble recommender is better than those of other CF recommenders. Ismail et al. [60]
also apply user-based CF to recommending permissions for mobile applications.
3.1.4 Attacks against recommender systems
CF based recommender systems make recommendations from users’ input. As the structure
of recommender systems is open, everyone can contribute their ratings to the systems. As a
consequence, CF based recommender systems are vulnerable to those malicious users who want
to bias the results of recommendation for their own benefits. These malicious users create many
fake profiles and use these profiles to inject biased ratings to the systems. This type of attacks is
known as shilling attacks [79].
Shilling attacks can be categorised as low-knowledge attacks and high-knowledge attacks [47],
depending on attacker’s (i.e., malicious users) knowledge about target recommender systems.
Many schemes [15, 24, 27, 142] that detect low-knowledge attacks have been proposed. One
particular high-knowledge attack, the sampling attack [23], has received little attention, because
attackers are considered incapable of conducting the attack in centralised recommender systems.
3.1.5 Discussion
LSS are becoming increasingly popular. Therefore, addressing the above mentioned privacy
issues in LSS is inevitable. As described in the related work, people have difficulties to use
existing mechanisms to properly protect their location privacy. Feedback mechanisms and
location privacy recommenders can increase people’s awareness of their location privacy and
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reduce their burden of configuring location-privacy policies, respectively. Location-privacy
recommenders based on individual’s data have attracted much attention from researchers, but
crowdsourcing location-privacy recommenders have not. The evaluation of location-privacy
recommenders has only considered recommendation accuracy, whereas people’s acceptance
of location-privacy recommenders has not been investigated. There have been many schemes
to improve the performance of location-privacy recommenders, but no suggestions from users’
perspective for improvement.
Hence, we propose several research areas to be examined:
• Performance of location-privacy recommenders using crowdsourcing data
• Evaluation of location-privacy recommenders from users’ perspective
• Influence of improved system design on the performance of recommenders
3.2 Summary
In this chapter, we have noted the following points:
• Existing research has shown that people have difficulties to protect their location privacy.
• PET such as feedback mechanisms and privacy recommenders based on individual’s data
have been proposed to help.
• The comparison between location-privacy recomenders based on individual’s data and
crowdsourcing data has not been examined.
• People’s acceptance of location-privacy recommenders has not been examined.
In the next chapter, we will examine the performance of user-based CF location-privacy rec-
ommenders based on crowdsourcing data, and compare it with the state-of-the-art in different
circumstances.

Chapter 4
A location-privacy recommender based on
collaborative filtering
4.1 Introduction
In Chapters 2 and 3, we have discussed the privacy risks caused by inappropriate location
disclosure and the difficulties that people have when manually configuring their location-privacy
settings. To alleviate people’s burden of doing this, many machine-learning techniques have been
applied to predicting people’s location-privacy preferences, thereby automatically configuring
their location-privacy settings. These techniques build models from existing data and use
the models to make recommendations. Compared with these model-based recommenders,
another commonly used technique of recommender systems is to make recommendations from
neighbourhoods. Therefore, we speculate that neighbourhood-based recommenders can also be
used to recommend location-privacy settings.
In this chapter, we demonstrate the recommendation performance of neighbourhood-based
location-privacy recommenders. We test these recommenders on location-privacy preference
data collected from the real world and compare their performance with those of model-based
recommenders.
The purpose of these experiments is to answer the following questions:
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• Q1 Can neighbourhood-based location-privacy recommenders perform as well as those
model-based location-privacy recommenders do?
• Q2 Can neighbourhood-based location-privacy recommenders outperform model-based
location-privacy recommenders when having insufficient data?
As we have already discussed, there is similarity in people’s privacy preferences. Therefore,
neighbourhood-based recommendations may be as accurate as model-based recommendations.
Furthermore, neighbourhood-based recommendations are made from crowdsourcing sources,
which means that their performance may be better than that of model-based recommenders when
the data of individual users are insufficient.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Model-based recommendations
One type of recommender is learning from people’s location-privacy preferences and building
models to describe the relations between independent variables (e.g., user, location category,
time slot, recipient) and dependent variables, i.e., people’s location-privacy decisions. In other
words, such models are functions that take independent variables as input and generate dependent
variable as output accordingly.
Although model-based location-privacy recommenders have good accuracy, they have several
drawbacks. First, once a new user joins the system or new data are produced by existing users,
the models of users need to be updated to fit the latest data. To keep the models up-to-date, the
system needs to re-train the models periodically, to ensure that recommendations are accurate.
This process is computationally costly in large commercial applications [97]. Second, for an
individual user, when there are insufficient data to train his or her model, the recommendation
results may be inaccurate. This may especially affect the recommendation quality for those
newly joined users.
To provide accurate location-privacy recommendations and overcome the drawbacks that model-
based recommenders have, we used neighbourhood-based recommenders, which are widely used
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in commercial recommender systems and do not need costly training process. Specifically, we
chose user-based CF, because it can use the similarity in people’s location-privacy preferences.
4.2.2 User-based CF
User-based CF [113] is a type of neighbourhood-based CF technique in recommender systems.
The purpose of recommender systems is to recommend items to users, thereby alleviating
information overload issues. In user-based CF, the relations between users and items are
represented as a user-item matrix. Each row represents a user and each column represents an
item. Accordingly, each cell in the matrix represents a rating given by a user to an item. Table 4.1
shows an example of a user-item matrix that has 5 users and 4 items.
User item1 item2 item3 item4
user1 3 4 5 1
user2 1 2 1 4
user3 NULL 4 5 2
user4 4 5 5 1
user5 2 2 2 5
Table 4.1: An example of user-item matrix for 5 users and 4 items. Users’ ratings to items are
from 1 to 5, or unrated (NULL).
From a user’s perspective, the row of the user is a rating vector that describes its preference
for different items. By comparing different users’ rating vectors, we can find out which of
them are similar to each other. These similar users are called neighbours in user-based CF. The
assumption behind user-based CF is that people who have similar preferences on some items may
also have similar preferences on other items. Therefore, if a user requires a recommendation for
an item, we can find its neighbours by comparing their preferences and then use these neighbours’
opinions to make a recommendation.
As described above, we can see that user-based CF has several advantages. First, since it does
not attempt to calculate an estimated function of the relations between independent variables and
dependent variables, it does not need to train models periodically like model-based systems do.
Second, since recommendations in user-based CF are made from similar neighbours, i.e., in a
crowdsourcing way, even if the data of a new user at the early stage are not adequate to train an
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accurate model, the recommendations from crowdsourcing may still be accurate if we can find
enough neighbours.
4.2.3 User-based CF location-privacy recommenders
To apply user-based CF to location-privacy recommendations, first, we need to represent people’s
location-privacy preferences by using the classical representation of preferences in user-based
CF [113]. In the scenario of LSS, people’s location-sharing behaviours are always in different
contexts. These contexts can be represented by many dimensions, including location categories,
time slots, recipient types, and so on. For example, if a user decides to share locations when he or
she is in restaurants at noon, and allows his or her families to see them, then the context of such
“share ” decision is (restaurant,noon, f amilies). By this means, we can use the dimensions that
we take into account to represent all the possible contexts for people’s location-privacy decisions.
All of these contexts are in uniform formats and can be simply extended if new dimensions are
introduced. If we treat contexts as items and treat people’s location-privacy decisions as ratings in
these contexts, then we can have a user-context matrix that represents all users’ location-privacy
decisions in all possible contexts. Each of the rows is a user’s location-privacy preference.
Formally, if we consider a set of dimensions D = {d1,d2, ...,dND}, the set of contexts can be
represented as:
C = d1×d2× ...×dND
× means the Cartesian product of two sets. Each dimension di is a set of variables. For
example, if we have two dimensions, location category d1 = L = {home, leisure} and time slot
d2 = T = {morning,evening}, then the set of contexts C is:
C= d1×d2 =L×T = {(home,morning),(home,evening),(leisure,morning),(leisure,evening)}
We use U to represent all the users in question. We consider two dimensions, i.e., location
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category and time slot. The set of time slots of the LSS in question is T and the set of location cat-
egory is L. Thus, the set of all the possible contexts in the LSS is C = T ×L = {c1,c2, ...,c|T ||L|}.
The location-privacy preference of ui can be represented by a vector Ri = (ri,1,ri,2, ...,ri,|T ||L|),
where ri,x is the binary privacy setting (i.e., “share” or “not share”) of ui in context cx. Table 4.2
shows all the terms that we use to describe our location-privacy recommender.
u a user
U the set of all users
t a time slot
T the set of all time slots
l a location category
L the set of all location categories
C the context set,
C = T ×L = {(t1, l1),(t1, l2), ...,(t|T |, l|L|)}
= {c1,c2, ...,c|T ||L|}
R a location-privacy preference, Ri = (ri,1,ri,2, ...,ri,|T ||L|),
ri,x is ui’s location-privacy setting (“share” or “not share”) in cx
Table 4.2: Terms and symbols
Table 4.3 is an example of user-context matrix. ui’s location-privacy decision for context cx is
represented as ri,x and it is either positive (“share”) or negative (“not share”).
User (home, morning) (home, evening) (leisure, morning) (leisure, evening)
u1 P N NULL N
u2 N P P ?
u3 N P P P
u4 N P P P
u5 N P P N
Table 4.3: An example of user-context matrix for 5 users and 4 contexts. Location-privacy
decisions are positive (P), i.e., “share”, negative (N), i.e., “not share”, or unrated (NULL). The
question mark denotes the context in which a recommendation needs to be made: (leisure,
evening) for u2.
When ui requests a location-privacy recommendation for context cx, first we need to find the
users whose location-privacy preferences are similar to ui’s. Since the recommendation is made
from these users, they must have location-privacy decisions for cx, which means that in the
user-context matrix, their location-privacy decisions in the column cx should not be NULL.
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To find the most similar users to ui, we need to calculate the similarities between Ri and the
preferences of the other users. In the user-context matrix, we use two numerical values, rpositive
and rnegative, to represent the “share” decision and the “not share” decision, respectively. By
this means, we have each user’s location-privacy preference as a vector Ri = (ri,1,ri,2, ...), and
each value in the vector is either rpositive or rnegative. When we calculate the location-privacy
preference similarity between ui and u j, we do it by calculating the similarity of the two vectors
Ri and R j.
Different users may have different scales when considering their location-privacy decisions.
Even the same rating value (i.e., a location-privacy decision) may represent different preferences
by different users. For example, in the scenario of LSS, a “share” decision from a user who
always shares locations may be different from a “share” decision from a user who rarely shares
locations. To reduce the bias from different personal scales, we normalise each user’s rating
vector by subtracting the user’s mean rating from each element in the vector, i.e., mean-centered
normalisation. For ui, the normalised rating vector is:
R∗i = {ri,1− r¯i,ri,2− r¯i, · · ·}
We use the Cosine similarity of R∗i and R∗j , which is often used to measure objects’ similarities in
information retrieval [97], as the similarity of their location-privacy preference. Thus, we have
the similarity between ui and u j as:
simi, j =
∑
x∈Ci, j
(ri,x− r¯i)(r j,x− r¯ j)√
∑
x∈Ci
(ri,x− r¯i)2 ∑
y∈C j
(r j,y− r¯ j)2
where Ci, j is the set of contexts for which both ui and u j have location-privacy decisions.
The result of simi, j is bounded in [−1,1]. For the Cosine similarity of two vectors, -1 means two
opposite vectors, and 1 means two same vectors. 0 similarity means two orthogonal vectors. As
suggested by Ning et al. [97], whether non-positive similarity values can be removed depends on
the used data. In our experiment, we find that the recommender’s performance is better when we
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consider non-positive similarity values. Thus, when calculating the neighbourhood of ui in terms
of cx, we have:
Nx(i) = { j|r j,x 6= NULL}
In user-based CF, when constructing a neighbourhood, an important parameter needs to be
controlled is the neighbourhood size. In our case, it is how many users are allowed to be in
Nx(i). All the users in Nx(i) are sorted by their similarities to ui in descending order. The top-N
users (i.e., the N users with the highest similarity to ui), where N is the neighbourhood size,
are chosen to contribute to the recommendation in cx. On the one hand, if the neighbourhood
size is too small, the recommendation may be biased by individual users. On the other hand,
if the neighbourhood size is too large, there may be many low similarity users influencing the
recommendation. Thus, we control N as a parameter in our experiment and investigate its
influence on the performance of recommendations.
Once the top-N neighbours are chosen, we use their location-privacy decisions in context cx to
generate a recommendation for ui. Among these neighbours, there are two types of decisions,
i.e., “share” and “not share”. The most straightforward way to generate the recommendation is
to use the most popular decision. However, since these neighbours have different similarities to
ui, their decisions should weigh differently when generating the recommendation. Therefore,
we use their similarities as their weights in the calculation of recommendation, i.e., wi, j = simi, j.
The neighbours who have higher similarities to ui contribute more than others do to make the
recommendation. We have the location-privacy recommendation for user ui in cx as:
rˆi,x = r¯i+
∑ j∈Nx(i)wi, j(r j,x− r¯ j)
∑ j∈Nx(i) |wi, j|
rˆi,x is a value between rpositive and rnegative. To decide whether to recommend “share”, we
compare rˆi,x against a threshold θ, which is the median value of rpositive and rnegative. Then the
final decision made by the recommender for ui in context cx is:
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decisioni,x =
not share if rˆi,x ≤ θshare if rˆi,x > θ
4.3 Recommendation accuracy and privacy leak
The most important performance metric of recommender systems is how accurate it is. In our
location-privacy recommender, when a setting is recommended in a context for a user, it is either
“share” or “not share”. The user’s actual decision in the context is either “share” or “not share”,
too. Thus, as shown in Figure 4.1, there are four possible combinations of the user’s actual
decision and the recommended decision.
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Figure 4.1: Confusion matrix of actual decision and recommended setting.
To evaluate how accurate our recommender is, we use the percentage of correct recommendations
among all recommendations as the accuracy of our recommender:
accuracy =
T P+T N
T P+T N+FP+FN
Apart from accuracy, we are also interested in how much our recommender overexposes users’
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location information. Among the two types of incorrect recommendations, i.e., FP and FN,
we consider FP is riskier than NP. It is because an FP recommendation leads to overexposure
of users’ location that they do not want to share. Therefore, we evaluate the percentage of FP
recommendations among all recommendations as the privacy leak of our recommender:
leak =
FP
T P+T N+FP+FN
We compare the performance (i.e., accuracy and leak) of our recommender with one baseline
recommender, three model-based classifiers, and a more advanced CF recommender.
The baseline recommender uses the most popular location-privacy setting in each context as the
recommendation in the context. It is a general crowdsourcing scheme without considering the
difference of similarities among users.
For the model-based classifiers, we use J48 decision tree [111], Naïve Bayes [62], and Rotation
Forest [115]. We use the WEKA [48] software (version 3.6.10) to implement these classifiers
and we use the default parameters to configure the classifiers.
We also compare our user-based CF recommender with a more advanced CF recommender,
i.e., Matrix Factorization [74] (MF). User-based CF fits our assumption, which is that there
is similarity in people’s location-privacy preferences. As a more advanced CF algorithm, MF
has shown better performance than user-based CF in some recommendation scenarios [74].
Therefore, we are interested to find out whether MF has better performance than user-based CF
when recommending location-privacy settings. We use the Lenskit recommender toolkit [39] to
implement both the user-based CF recommender and the MF recommender.
To evaluate the performance of our recommender systems and the other schemes, we tested
them on the location-privacy preferences in the st_andrews/locshare dataset [103], which was
collected from the real world. In this dataset, each row is a user’s location-privacy decision that
contains the user’s ID, the time when this decision was made, the location category, and the
response (i.e., “share” or “not share”). There are also two columns that represent the recipient
type and the co-presence. Because of the high percentage of NULL data in these two columns,
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we do not use them in our experiments.
The dataset has six location categories:
L = {Food & Drink, Leisure, Retail, Residential, Academic, Library}
The column of the times when decisions were made is in a high-granularity time stamp format.
We convert them into five time slots:
T = {Morning, Noon, Afternoon, Evening, Night}
The rules of conversion are shown in Table 4.4.
time slot time range
Morning 0700 – 1159
Noon 1200 – 1359
Afternoon 1400 – 1659
Evening 1700 – 2059
Night 2100 – 0659
Table 4.4: Time slot conversion rules
After removing NULL data and converting time stamps to time slots, each instance is in the
format as (id, t, l,decision), which represents a location-privacy decision (“share” or “not share”)
of a user in the time slot t and location category l. In each round of our experiments, we randomly
split these instances into ten equal-sized subsets. Each of these subsets is used as the testing set
to evaluate the performance of all the schemes, and the remained nine subsets are merged and
used as the training set to build models and recommenders. Therefore, there are ten evaluations
in each round. For each round, we use the average result of these ten evaluations as the result
of this round. We also repeat 100 rounds of experiments and use the average result of the 100
rounds as the final result. Thus, our experiment is repeated (100 rounds) 10-fold cross validation.
In the dataset, the decision of each row is only for the time when that instance was collected.
During the data collection, one participant might visit the same location in the same timeslot for
many times. Thus, for the same (id, t, l), there might be different decisions. In our user-based
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CF location-privacy recommender, one user can only have one location-privacy decision in one
context. Therefore, when using training sets to build our recommender, for each user, we use the
most frequent decision in context (t, l) as the user’s location-privacy decision in the context.
To find out the influence of the maximum size of neighbourhood, we evaluate both accuracy and
leak of our recommenders with different N. Since there are 40 users in the dataset, we change N
from 1 to 39.
As shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, with the increase of N, more neighbours are allowed
to contribute to recommendations, and both accuracy and leak are improved. As we consider
both positive and non-positive similarity values, as N increases, some neighbours with very low
similarity values to others may participate in recommendations as N grows. Thus, there are
fluctuation points such as N = 6 and N = 14 in Figure 4.2, and N = 15 in Figure 4.3. The overall
performance, however, is better when considering non-positive similarity values.
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Figure 4.2: The change of accuracy with the increase of neighbourhood size (N). accuracy
significantly increases until N = 5 and then slightly fluctuates, reaching the highest when N = 22.
Our recommender has the highest accuracy when N = 22 and has the lowest leak when N = 8.
We name the first one as CF-A and the second one as CF-P and take both of them into account in
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Figure 4.3: The change of leak with the increase of neighbourhood size (N). leak significantly
decreases until N = 5 and then slightly fluctuates, reaching the lowest when N = 8.
the comparison with the other schemes.
As shown in Figure 4.4, the x-axis represents leak and the y-axis represents accuracy. Location-
privacy recommendations should be as accurate as possible, and should cause overexposure as
little as possible. The Semantic scheme, in the lower right corner, has the lowest accuracy but the
highest leak. This result shows that general crowdsourcing recommendations based on location
category and time are not accurate enough to satisfy people’s different types of location-privacy
preferences. The performance of NB is close to that of MF. Both of them are less accurate than
our recommenders and have higher leak than our recommenders do. The MF scheme, as a more
advanced CF technique, does not have better performance than our user-based CF scheme does.
Although the algorithm of user-based CF is simple, the assumption behind it satisfies the fact
that people have similar location-privacy preferences, which leads to higher accuracy than that
of MF. This finding corresponds to the results of Xie et al. [145].
CF-A and CF-P are in the upper left corner in Figure 4.4, and are close to RF and J48. They both
have lower accuracy and lower leak than RF and J48. When overall performances are similar, in
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the trade-off between accuracy and leak, we believe that lower leak is more important than higher
accuracy in the scenario of LSS. The reason is that overexposure is riskier than underexposure.
In this case, our schemes outperform RF and J48. Additionally, model-based schemes such as
RF and J48 have computationally expensive processes such as Bootstrap Aggregating (Bagging)
and periodical update of tree structures. Our scheme provides a less computationally expensive
choice for real-world implementation.
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Figure 4.4: accuracy and leak of CF (CF-A has the highest accuracy and CF-P has the lowest
leak ), MF, model-based machine-learning classifiers (J48, Naïve Bayes, Rotation Forest) and
crowdsourcing semantic predictions. The CF recommender outperforms crowdsourcing semantic
prediction and MF in terms of both accuracy and leak. The accuracy of CF is close to the best
performance of model-based machine-learning classifiers and it causes lower leak.
4.4 Recommendations using insufficient data
Our first experimental result shows that the overall performance of user-based CF location-
privacy recommender is close to the best performance of model-based classifiers. Meanwhile,
our recommender causes lower leak than model-based classifiers do. The evaluation of overall
performance is done by 10-fold cross validation, which means that 90% of the whole dataset
is available to be used to train models and recommenders. In real-world applications, it is not
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uncommon that people do not have sufficient data to generate recommendations. For example,
when a new user starts to use location-privacy recommenders, there are not enough data about
the user’s location-privacy decisions to build models that describe the user’s location-privacy
preferences. This is known as the cold-start problem. As a consequence, model-based classifiers
may fail to provide accurate recommendations during cold-start periods. In user-based CF, since
recommendations are made from other users’ preferences, it is still possible to make accurate
recommendations, as long as we can find similar neighbours.
To investigate whether our recommender can outperform other schemes during cold-start periods,
we test them by using insufficient data. We assume a scenario where our recommender has
run for a period of time. All of the existing users have already given enough location-privacy
decisions to the system. We consider a new user with insufficient previous information begins to
use the recommender. Thus, for this new user, the performance of recommendation may be low,
due to the lack of information to build the user’s models. In each round of experiment for the
cold-start tests, we iterate each user in the dataset as the new user in question. We incrementally
add the new user’s data into the training sets, starting with 1% and increasing it with 1% until
reaching 10%. For each user, we repeat 100 rounds of experiments. In each round, the seeds
used to randomly split the new user’s data are different. We examine the difference between the
performances of different schemes in the cold-start tests. We take CF-P as the representative of
our recommender and name it as CF in the cold-start tests.
As shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, the performances of all the schemes are improved with
the increase of training data. At the beginning of the cold-start tests, CF has higher accuracy
and lower leak than RF does. After the percentage of training data reaches 6%, RF has enough
to provide more accurate recommendations than CF. The leak of RF is higher than that of CF
during the entire cold-start tests.
Our results show that user-based CF location-privacy recommenders outperform model-based
classifiers in the cold-start tests. This is because the recommendations of user-based CF are
made from crowdsourcing data instead of personal data. For a new user, there are not enough
personal data to build accurate model-based classifiers. Using similar neighbour users, however,
can provide more accurate recommendations than model-based classifiers do. Moreover, our
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Figure 4.5: accuracy of CF, MF, RF and crowdsourcing semantic prediction during the cold-start
period. CF recommender can provide higher accuracy than RF (except 4%) until using 6%
of personal data for training. The accuracy of using CF is higher than using crowdsourcing
semantic prediction. MF performs slightly worse than CF does. (The box plots in this thesis
are made by using ggplot2 [141] – an R package. In each box, the lower and upper hinges are
the first and the third quartiles, and the middle hinge is the median. The whiskers are from the
hinges to the furthest values within 1.5 * inter-quartile range. Data further than the ends of the
hinges are outliers.)
scheme has lower leak in the cold-start tests. Since cold-start problems are common issues when
deploying recommenders in the real world, our result suggests that using user-based CF can
potentially help address these issues.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the following:
• User-based CF can be used to recommend location-privacy settings.
• The best overall accuracy and leak of user-based CF location-privacy recommender are close
to the best performance of the state-of-the-art.
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Figure 4.6: leak of CF, MF, RF and crowdsourcing semantic prediction during the cold-start
period. The CF recommender causes fewer leak than RF and crowdsourcing semantic prediction
during the cold-start period. MF performs slightly worse than CF does.
• In the cold-start tests, user-based CF recommenders outperform the other recommenders
using individual’s data.
When deploying recommenders in the real world, their recommendations are used by users. Thus,
recommenders and users compose recommender systems, wherein they interact with each other.
In recommender systems, users play an important part in the Human-Recommender Interaction
(HRI) [89]. Good recommendations are not only accurate, but also acceptable by recommender
users. Therefore, in the next chapter, we investigate whether people accept our location-privacy
recommenders and what factors may affect their acceptance.
Chapter 5
Acceptance of location-privacy
recommenders
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 has demonstrated that user-based CF, as a technique of neighbourhood-based CF,
can make accurate recommendations for location-privacy settings. In addition, it outperforms
model-based recommenders when training data are insufficient. In recommender systems, apart
from recommender algorithms, the users who use recommenders are also an important part of
the evaluation in the HRI, as they can decide whether to accept the recommendations made by
the systems. Therefore, location-privacy recommenders need to be acceptable, and it is worth to
investigate what factors can affect people’s acceptance.
In this chapter, we evaluate our location-privacy recommenders from users’ perspective to find
out which factors can affect people’s acceptance of location-privacy recommendations. We
conduct an online user study that asks people to use our location-privacy recommenders. We
collect data from their social network profiles, their interaction with the recommenders, and their
answers to questionnaires.
We investigate the influence of two types of factors on users’ acceptance. One type is users’
subjective factors. For example, people with different levels of trust, concern, or satisfaction,
may accept our recommenders differently. Another type is recommenders’ objective factors,
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such as the contexts of recommendations or the source of recommendations. These factors may
also affect users’ acceptance.
Our online user study aims to answer the following questions:
• Q1 Which subjective factors, such as privacy concerns, etc., affect people’s acceptance of
location-privacy recommendations?
• Q2 Which objective factors, such as contexts of recommendations, etc., affect people’s
acceptance of location-privacy recommendations?
Since people’s location-privacy preferences are dynamic, we expect that their acceptance of
location-privacy recommendations may also be dynamic for different contexts, different levels of
recommendation openness, and different crowdsourcing sources. In addition, due to the sensi-
tivity of their location-privacy preferences, people may accept location-privacy recommenders
differently according to their trust of technologies and their privacy concerns about our system.
5.2 Methodology
We aim to find out the effects from different factors, both subjective and objective, on people’s
acceptance of location-privacy recommendations. To do this, we need to design and conduct our
experiments under a framework that enables us to measure those subjective factors and objective
factors, and evaluate the relations between them.
Many models and frameworks have been proposed to investigate the effects from factors other
than accuracy in recommendation systems. The subjective factors of users include personal
characteristics, perceived recommendation quality, transparency of systems, and so on. These
factors play different roles and can affect each other in HRI. One example is the work of Zins and
Bauernfeind [159] that investigates what factors can affect people’s satisfaction on recommender
systems. Their study mainly focuses on the effects from people’s personal characteristics, such
as Internet expertise, product involvement, and Internet purchase attitudes. Based on their model,
they find that these subjective factors affect people’s experience of using online recommender
systems. Similarly, Pu et al. [110] propose a user-centric framework to investigate the effects of
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subjective factors such as perceived system qualities, beliefs, and attitudes. Nevertheless, this
framework does not take into account the objective effects from recommender systems either.
Since we aim to investigate the effects from both subjective factors and objective factors in HRI,
we conduct our user study using the framework proposed by Knijnenburg et al. [71], which is a
structured model that covers both the types of factors of our interests.
5.2.1 User-centric evaluation of recommender systems
The framework for user-centric evaluation formally describes different parts in HRI as different
aspects. For example, recommenders are defined as several Objective System Aspects (OSA),
such as underlying recommendation algorithms and graphical user interfaces. These OSA are
objective factors and they affect users’ perception of the recommenders. Users’ perception,
as subjective factors, is defined as Subjective System Aspects (SSA). SSA affect another two
parts in HRI, which are users’ Experience (EXP) (e.g., users’ satisfaction about their choices)
and their Interaction (INT) (e.g., whether accepting recommended items). Thus, SSA stand as
moderators between the effects from OSA to EXP and INT. Another two subjective factors,
Situational Characteristics (SC), such as privacy concerns, and Personal Characteristics (PC),
such as demographics and domain knowledge, are also considered to affect EXP and INT directly.
We apply this framework to our location-privacy recommender system. We are interested in
the effects of the following factors that may affect people’s acceptance of location-privacy
recommendations:
• trust: people’s general trust in technology.
• quality: people’s perceived quality of the recommended location-privacy settings.
• satisfaction: people’s satisfaction about their chosen location-privacy recommendations.
• concern: people’s privacy concerns about using location-privacy recommender systems.
Positioning these factors in the framework, we have trust as PC, quality as SSA, satisfaction
as EXP, and concern as SC. For the change in OSA in our study, we use different crowd-
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sourcing sources for recommendations as different conditions in OSA. People’s acceptance of
recommended location-privacy settings is considered as INT:
• acceptance: the percentage of location-privacy recommendations that a person agrees to use.
The overall diagram of all the factors and relationships in our study is shown in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Diagram of the framework for the user-centric evaluation of recommenders as used
in our experiment.
5.2.2 Questionnaires
In our user study, the objective factors such as acceptance can be directly calculated and evaluated.
The subjective factors, on the contrary, are constructs that cannot be directly observed. Therefore,
we need to design questionnaires, which are commonly used in user studies to capture people’s
constructs, to evaluate the subjective factors in our study.
For each subjective factor, e.g., people’s perceived recommendation quality, the most straight-
forward way to evaluate it is to ask participants questions such as “How good do you think
the recommendation is?”, and to ask them to answer with a number from 1 to 7. This method,
however, has two drawbacks. The first one is that a single question may not be able to capture
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all the characteristics of “good recommendations”. People may consider recommendations
good because of different reasons (e.g., accuracy or serendipity). Therefore, it is reasonable
to adopt multiple questions for each subjective factor. The second one is that different people
may interpret the rating scale of answers differently. Some people may be reluctant to use the
highest rating in the scale of the answer, while others may be not. Thus, the same rating number
from different participants may not mean the same level of perceived quality. To avoid this bias,
we present each question as a statement instead of a question. And we ask people to answer
by indicating to what extend they agree with the statement (e.g., from “Strongly disagree” to
“Strongly agree”).
We use the questionnaires from the user-centric framework [71] and adjust the questions ac-
cording to the scenario of LSS. The questionnaires that we use in our study are: General trust
in technology for trust, Perceived recommendation quality for quality, Choice satisfaction for
satisfaction, and System-specific privacy concern for concern. These questionnaires have been
used and revised in previous research. Adopting them in our user study increases our chance to
collect valid answers. Each questionnaire has multiple questions, each of which is a statement.
We refer each question as an item and use a five-point Likert scale from “Strongly disagree”
to “Strongly agree” as the choices of answers. The detailed questionnaires can be found in
Appendix C.
5.2.3 Online user study
We hypothesise that people’s acceptance of location-privacy recommendations change with
different crowdsourcing sources, with different levels of recommendation openness, and
different contexts. To test these hypotheses, we designed an online location-privacy recom-
mender system with three crowdsourcing sources. We recruited participants to use our recom-
menders and then investigated which factors have effects on their acceptance of location-privacy
recommendations.
We invited our participants to login with their Facebook accounts when using our system. By this
means, our recommenders could use their real-world location check-in information to generate
recommendations. Our online user study had three parts. First, to each participant, we showed
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a prebriefing page that explained the different recommenders in our system, and how these
recommenders could help people with their location-privacy protection. Then in the second
part, we showed the participants with a series of location-privacy recommendations for the
location check-ins in their Facebook histories (as shown in Figure 5.2). When presenting a
recommendation to a participant, we told the participant that the recommendation was made
using a particular crowdsourcing source. In the example of Figure 5.2, we told the participant
that the recommendation is generated from his or her Facebook friends’ data. In fact, we used
the same random generator to make all the recommendations in our experiment. Participants
were hidden from this fact. The reason was to keep the objective recommendation accuracy
the same, so that it did not affect quality, satisfaction, or acceptance. The effect of objective
recommendation accuracy was not of our interests in our user study. Finally, in the third part, as
shown in Figure 5.3, we provided the participants with our questionnaires asking them about
their perceived quality of recommendations (quality), their satisfaction about their choices
(satisfaction), and their system-specific concerns (concern).
Figure 5.2: Each participant in our experiment was presented with 30 recommendations made by
our 3 recommenders (10 recommendations from each recommender), and asked if they would
accept the recommendation.
We advertised our experiment in several ways, including university mail lists and university
Facebook groups. In our experiment and advertisement, we did not use the term “location-privacy
preference”. Instead, we used “location-sharing preference” to avoid biasing our sample by
increasing the number of privacy fundamentalists in our participants or making the participants
become more privacy aware during the study. 164 participants tried to take part in our experiment.
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Figure 5.3: Questionnaires were used to collect data on perceived recommendation quality (qual-
ity), satisfaction of choices (satisfaction), and concerns about our system (concern). Participants
were also presented with their choices as a reminder.
For each participant, to make sure that there were enough data to generate recommendations, we
only allowed those who had at least 10 distinct location check-in instances to take part in. There
were 99 participants that satisfied this criterion. Each of them received a £5 Amazon voucher for
participation.
We submitted the proposal of our experiment to our institutional ethics committee and our appli-
cation was scrutinised and approved. The form of ethics approval can be found in Appendix B.
5.2.3.1 Prebriefing
In the prebriefing of our user study, we told the participants that our system had three recom-
menders that used different crwodsourcing sources to make location-privacy recommendations,
which were:
• same-location recommender: using the data of people who have been to the same location.
• similar-people recommender: using the data of people who have similar previous location-
sharing preferences.
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• Facebook-friends recommender: using the data from people’s Facebook friends.
To make sure that our participants understood the difference between different recommenders, we
also provided three examples to familiarise them with our recommenders. There was also a small
quiz after the prebriefing to check if they fully understood. After the participants completing
the quiz without mistakes, we asked them to login with their Facebook accounts through the
PRISONER platform [58]. The PRISONER platform was designed to keep experiments related
to social media privacy-sensitive, which means that we could only access to the minimum amount
of data from our participants for our experimental goal. The participants were notified what kind
of data we asked from them and they could explicitly give us consents to access these data.
We asked the access to the participants’ public information, location check-in information, and
Facebook friend lists. Since all the recommendations were generated randomly, we did not
actually use their friends’ data as data sources. The reason why we asked for Facebook friend
lists was to make our recommenders look realistic.
To make sure for each participant there were enough data to generate recommendations, we only
allowed the participants who had at least 10 distinct location check-ins to enter the next part of
the experiment.
5.2.3.2 Exploring recommendations
In the second part of our experiment, we showed the participants some location-privacy rec-
ommendations and evaluated their acceptance. Before doing this, we asked our participants
about their demographic information including age and gender, and used a questionnaire to ask
about their general trust in technology, i.e., the trust factor in our experiment. Table 5.1 shows
the demographic information of our participants. Due to the means by which we recruited our
participants, the samples in our experiment are mainly university students from 18 to 24. The
university is located in a small town, which means the daily lives of our participants may happen
in several popular places (e.g., libraries, classrooms, and dormitories). Thus, our experimental
results may be biased by our samples and cannot represent the other population such as older
age groups or people living in cities.
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Category Options Participants(%) Facebook(%)
Gender
Female 63 51
Male 37 49
Age
18-24 74 21
25-34 24 27
35-44 2 20
45-54 0 16
55+ 0 16
Table 5.1: The demographics of our experiment (Participants) compared with the overall UK
Facebook over-18 user population (Facebook). The Facebook data were taken from the Facebook
Adverts Manager in October 2015.
Since we claimed that there were three recommenders using different crowdsourcing sources,
there were three conditions for the OSA. We tested our participants in these three conditions on
a within-subject basis, which means we presented each participant with 30 recommendations,
10 from each recommender. For each participant, for the 10 recommendations from each
recommender, we selected 10 location check-ins from the participant’s location history on
Facebook as the contexts for the recommendations.
As shown in Figure 5.2, every time we showed a location-privacy recommendation to a participant,
there were also the context of location check-in, a map of the location check-in, and the
recommended setting from one of our recommenders. For the context, we had the name of the
location and the time slot of the location check-in. The rules of converting timestamps to time
slots are the same as in 4.4. For the recommended location-privacy settings, we used the default
settings from Facebook, i.e., Only Me, Friends, Friends of friends, and Public, and randomly
chose one for each recommendation. We asked the participants whether they wanted to use the
recommended setting in their future visit to the place during the time slot in the context of the
recommendation. A “Yes” answer was recorded as an accepted recommendation, otherwise the
recommendation was not accepted.
5.2.3.3 Final questionnaires
After the participants completed exploring all the recommendations, in the third part of our
experiment, we evaluated their subjective factors. We collected data on quality, satisfaction,
and concern. For the first two factors, we wanted to know whether different recommenders
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affected these factors differently. So we evaluated quality and satisfaction for each of the three
recommenders. Thus, there were six questionnaires to be answered first. When the participants
answered one of these questionnaires for a particular recommender, as shown in Figure 5.3, we
showed the participants’ choices to the recommendations from this recommender in the second
part of the experiment. The reason of doing this was to remind them with their decisions. For
concern, since it was about system-specific privacy concerns, we only used one questionnaire to
evaluate it after the participants completed the first six questionnaires.
After the questionnaires, we gave our participants opportunities to give us free-text comments
at the final step of our experiment. They could comment about their opinions and suggestions
about our system.
5.3 Analytical approaches
The data collected in our experiment are in three forms. The first one is the participants’
acceptance of the recommended location-privacy settings. It is recorded as the percentage of
accepted recommendations among all recommendations. The second one is the participants’
answers to all the questionnaires. Each factor is measured by using one questionnaire and each
questionnaire contains several question items. The answer of each item is in the form as a
5-point Likert scale, from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree”, to represent to what extent
the participants agree with a statement. The third one is the optional free-text comments given
by the participants at the end of our experiment.
For acceptance, we can directly use it in our analysis since it is numerical. For the subjective fac-
tors such as quality and satisfaction, we need to convert the questionnaire answers to measurable
values that can be used in our analysis.
The first step is to establish the validity of the measured subjective factors. This is to make sure
that the questionnaires have successfully captured the subjective factors through participants’
answers. To do this, we use Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), which establishes both
convergent and discriminant validity. Convergent validity is to make sure that the question items
in the same questionnaire measure the same subjective factor. Discriminant validity is to make
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sure that different questionnaires measure different subjective factors.
We convert all the questionnaire answers into ordinal values based on the 5-point Likert scale.
Thus, through CFA, we can calculate the R2 value of each question item, and use this value as the
loading of the question item. Given a subjective factor, the criterion of being convergent valid is
to have an AVE, which is the average value of all the R2 values under the subjective factor, being
larger than 0.5. Therefore, to maintain the convergent validity, we keep removing the question
items with the lowest loadings until the AVE of the subjective factor becomes larger 0.5. We
repeat this procedure for all the subjective factors in our experiment. To maintain discriminant
validity, if the correlation between two subjective factors is higher than the square root of either
the AVE of the two factors, then it means that the two questionnaires actually measure the same
factor. In that case, we should remove the subjective factor with the lower AVE.
After establishing the convergent and discriminant validity, we investigate the potential effects
between different factors. We propose several hypotheses about the possible effects and test
whether they are significant. To do this, we need a model that allows us to position all our
hypotheses. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), as an integrative modeling method, enables
us to test all the hypotheses at the same time. We apply SEM in our analysis so that we can use
an integrative structure to analyse and link all the significant effects together.
The advantage of using the combination of CFA and SEM rather than other multivariate regression
analysis is that CFA provides a way to test the validity of all the variables in questions, which
eliminates the coefficients of invalid variables. Meanwhile, compared with other regression
analysis, SEM can represent causal relationships [107, 20]. Thus, the coefficients detected in
SEM represent the causal effects in our proposed model and the directions of arrows represent
the causal directions [70].
In our experiment, we use lavaan [116], which is an R package, to do both the CFA and SEM
analysis.
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Construct Question items R2 AVE
Quality
I like the location-sharing choices that were made
by the system. 0.858
The recommendations fitted my location-privacy
preferences. 0.789
The recommended location-sharing choices were
well-chosen. 0.822
The recommended location-sharing choices were relevant. 0.440
The system recommended too many bad location-sharing
choices. 0.469
I didn’t like any of the recommended location-sharing
choices. 0.328
The recommendations I accepted were
“the best among the worst”. 0.321 0.575
Satisfaction
I like the recommendations that I’ve accepted. 0.510
Some of my chosen location-sharing choices could
become part of my default location-privacy settings. 0.506
I would recommend some of the chosen location-sharing
choices to others/friends. 0.544 0.520
Concern
I’m afraid that the system discloses private information
about me. 0.470
The system invades my privacy. 0.861
I feel confident that the system respects my privacy. 0.586
I’m uncomfortable providing private data to the system. 0.524
I think the system respects the confidentiality of my data. 0.571 0.602
Table 5.2: Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA). Question items with low R2 values
are removed in the refined results. The general trust to technology (trust) is removed because it
only has two question items to keep its AVE greater than 0.5. Both the convergent validity and
the discriminant validity of our model hold.
5.4 The effect of privacy concerns
We first run CFA on the questionnaire answers of all the subjective factors. The refined results of
the CFA after removing low-loading question items are shown in Table 5.2. In the refined results,
trust only has two question items to make its AVE larger than 0.5. Since each factor needs no
less than three question items, we remove trust from the SEM analysis. The convergent validity
of our results holds, since the AVEs of quality, satisfaction, and concern are all larger than 0.5.
We have not found any correlations between any two factors larger than the square root of the
AVEs of both the factors, which means that the discriminant validity of our results holds too.
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We apply SEM to the refined factors to investigate potential effects between them. For all the
subjective factors, the answers of their questionnaires are represented as ordinal variables. For the
objective factor, i.e., conditions, we use the same-location recommender as a baseline condition.
Then we can use two dummy variables, i.e., friends and similar, to represent the conditions of
the Facebook-friends recommender and the similar-people recommender, respectively.
We aim to find out any significant effects between the factors (both subjective and objective)
in our experiment based on the structure of the user-centric evaluation model (Figure 5.1). For
quality, we hypothesise that it is affected by users’ privacy concerns and the crowdsourcing
sources. Therefore, we have quality∼ concern+ similar+ f riends. Similarly, for satisfaction,
we examine satis f action∼ concern+ similar+ f riends+quality. For acceptance, we examine
acceptance∼ concern+quality+ similar+ f riends+ satis f action. Since trust is removed in
the SEM analysis, we do not hypothesise any effects on it.
Before looking at individual hypotheses, we need to check the fit of our SEM to make sure
that our proposed model fits our collected data. Our SEM model’s fit is adequate and can be
measured as a series of metrics:
• χ2125 = 483.67, p < 0.001
• root mean squared error o f approximation (RMSEA) = 0.098
• Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.977
• Turker−Lewis Index (T LI) = 0.972
Hu and Bentler [55] propose that the cut-off values of good fit are: CFI > 0.96,T LI >
0.95,RMSEA < 0.05. Kenny et al. [66], however, suggest not measuring the RMSEA value for
models that have small degree of freedom and small sample sizes.
The results of our SEM analysis are shown in Figure 5.4. We find four significant (p<0.001)
effects. First, there are two negative effects from concern (SC) to quality (SSA) and satisfaction
(EXP). This result means that the participants who have higher privacy concerns about our system
perceive lower quality of recommendations. In addition, these participants are less satisfied with
their choices. Another two effects, which are positive, are from quality (SSA) to satisfaction
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(EXP) and acceptance (INT). This result means that quality acts as a mediator in these two
indirect negative effects.
Figure 5.4: The structured equation modeling (SEM) results. p < 0.001 for all coefficients. Num-
bers above arrows mean the β−weight(±standard error) of the effect. Standard deviation= 1.
The concern has negative effects on acceptance (moderated by quality) and satisfaction (directly
and moderated by quality).
The experimental results show that when using location-privacy recommenders, people’s privacy
concerns about sharing their data with such recommenders play an important role. To better
understand the coverage of these concerns in our participants, we regress all the “Neutral” answers
in the concern questionnaire into a baseline concern. We find out that 44% of our participants
have higher concern than this baseline. These privacy concerns about sharing data with our
recommenders not only decrease their acceptance of the recommended location-privacy settings
(through their perceived recommendation quality), but also decrease their satisfaction about their
choices (directly and through their perceived recommendation quality). When people sharing
their location-privacy preferences with recommenders, they have to tell the recommenders both
their location information and their privacy settings. Therefore, location-privacy preferences are
inherently sensitive, and it is not surprising that concern negatively affects quality, satisfaction,
and acceptance.
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When designing recommender systems, our aim is to make users have both high acceptance of
recommendations and high satisfaction about their choices. Both of them are users’ subjective
factors. As shown in Figure 5.5, in the left box, there are users’ subjective factors, including
quality, satisfaction, and concern, and their interaction acceptance. These factors cannot
be directly manipulated. Thus for recommender system designers, they must measure those
objective factors in the right box, some of which may be influential. By measuring potential
effects and adjusting recommendation strategies, recommender system designers can make
recommendations more acceptable. In our results, we find the effect from concern on quality,
satisfaction, and acceptance. But we do not know what factors (? in Figure 5.5) on the right can
affect concern. This question would be investigated in our future work.
Figure 5.5: The effects of the subjective factors (left side) of users and the objective factors
(right side) of location-privacy preference recommendations. The arrows in solid line mean
the detected effects in our experimental results. The dash line means a potential effect from an
unknown objective factor (marked as ?) to concern. Recommender system designers can only
control the objective factors on the right side to influence the subjective factors on the left side.
For the conditions in our experiment, we find no significant effects from friends (OSA) or similar
(OSA) to any other factors in our model. In other word, even though in the prebriefing we
claimed that our recommenders used different crowdsourcing sources, the participants do not
perceive any difference in the quality of the recommendations. As a consequence, they affect
neither satisfaction nor acceptance.
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5.5 The effect of openness
In the SEM analysis of our experiment, we find no significant effects from the controlled OSA,
i.e., crowdsourcing sources. For recommendations , there are other OSA that may affect people’s
acceptance. For example, the recommended location-privacy settings in our experiment are
Only Me, Friends, Friends of friends, and Public, which can be seen as from the least open
setting (Only Me) to the most open setting (Public). Since the settings that have higher openness
are riskier for sharing locations, people may be less likely to accept them. Therefore, we are
interested in potential effects from the level of openness of the recommendations.
We evaluate the participants’ acceptance of the recommendations with different levels of open-
ness. Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of acceptance with the change of openness. For the
recommendation with the highest openness (“Public”), people have the lowest acceptance. This
result indicates that people are less likely to accept the recommended location-privacy settings
that would potentially overexpose their location information. To our surprise, people’s acceptance
of the “safest” recommendation, which is “Only Me”, is the second lowest in our results. This
result shows that in LSS, people not only consider their location privacy, but also care about
the benefits of using LSS. To find out more evidence to support this finding, we look into the
free-text comments in our participants’ feedback. One of them says:
• “. . . if i (sic) would only share something to ‘only me’, then why would i (sic) share at all?”
This finding corresponds to the privacy calculus theory [32]. People’s privacy-related decisions
are decided by the trade-off between privacy and benefits. This means that they neither totally
give up the benefits of LSS for 100% privacy, nor vice versa. When they can guarantee the
benefits of using LSS, i.e., sharing with friends or friends of friends, the recommendations with
lower level of openness are more likely to be accepted by them.
Our results suggest that location-privacy recommenders should be cautious with extreme rec-
ommendations. When the recommenders make extreme recommendations, we suggest that
they should provide additional information, such as explanations of the recommendations or
request for consent, to help people accept them. Meanwhile, it is also suggested to allow users to
control the maximum openness that they want the recommenders to make. We find two free-text
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of all participants’ acceptance (the percentage of accepted recommen-
dations) of different recommended location-privacy preferences (sharing to whom). The least
open preference (only me) and the most open preference (everyone) are least accepted. For the
sharing-preferences (i.e. friends, friends of friends, and everyone), the less open preference is
more accepted. (Friedman rank sum test: chi− squared = 61.527,d f = 3, p < 0.001)
comments in our participants’ feedback saying:
• “If the system had a ‘never share publicly’ option that would work best for my preferences.
. . . ” (sic)
• “There should be a ‘maximum exposure’ option . . . ”
Additionally, some participants find that the openness of the four default settings is not fine-
grained enough. For example:
• “. . . , however I would like some more customization. . . . ”
• “The recmmenders should take into account the preferences I’ve set in the past.”
• “Would need to learn a bit more about my own preferences as well as aggregating those from
other sources to be useful for me.”
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Therefore, privacy recommender designers should also take into account customised recommen-
dations.
5.6 The effect of contexts
Location-privacy recommendations are naturally with contexts (i.e., location category and time
slot). People’s acceptance may also be affected by these contexts. Thus, we are interested
in finding out the effects from the contexts of location-privacy recommendations on people’s
acceptance.
The locations collected from participants’ Facebook data have two parts of information, i.e.,
location names and location categories. We manually analyse all the location categories and
merge similar ones with each other. We have four location categories, which are: Entertainment,
Residential, School/University/Library, and Transport. For the time dimensions in contexts,
we use the time slots in Table 4.4, which are: morning (07:00–11:59), noon (12:00–13:59),
afternoon (14:00–16:59), evening (17:00–20:59), and night (21:00–06:59).
As shown in Figure 5.7, our participants have different acceptance of the recommended location-
privacy settings in different contexts (two-way ANOVA to examine the interaction effect of
time slot and location category: F = 2.039,d f = 12, p < 0.05). More specifically, they are most
likely to accept the recommendations in the location category School/University/Library. This
result may be related to the occupations of the participants. As we advertise our experiment
through university mail lists and university Facebook groups, we believe that our participants are
mainly university students. The School/University/Library category has the locations where they
spend most of their time everyday. Therefore, this result implies that our participants mostly
accept the recommended location-privacy settings in the contexts where they spend their regular
daily lives.
In Figure 5.7, the location category Transport experiences the lowest acceptance in the time
slots morning, noon, afternoon. To better understand this effect, we look for evidence from the
free-text comments. Two comments that may explain this result are:
• “. . . for example, I was at the airport. This informs all Facebook users that I will be away
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Figure 5.7: Participants’ acceptance of the recommendations made for different location cat-
egories. For each time slot, our participants have the highest acceptance of recommended
location-privacy preferences in the School/University/Library category, which is the most regular
context for them (two-way ANOVA: F = 2.039,d f = 12, p < 0.05).
from potentially a longer period of time than usual can could put myself at greater risk of
property theft etc. . . . ”
• “. . . I think a better recommender could consider sharing a place by how regular you go there
or how far from where you normally are it is ie how exotic it is.”
It appears that the first participant worries about the potential risks that a failed recommended
location-privacy setting may cause, i.e., our recommender accidentally overexposing his or her
location at an airport. For the second participant, the regularity of contexts affects his or her
acceptance of the recommendations. This result corresponds to the finding that shows the highest
acceptance in School/University/Library, which is the most regular location category for our
participants. Therefore, we postulate that the regularity of contexts and the potential risks (e.g.,
being away from home for a long time and possible property theft) of overexposure may also
affect people’s acceptance of location-privacy recommendations.
We suggest that privacy recommender designers may need to allow users to choose in what
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contexts they want to use location-privacy recommenders, or to tune recommendations according
to contexts. Similarly, in areas such as mobile application recommendations, there are evi-
dence [19] indicates that people’s usage of mobile applications is also highly dynamic with
contexts. Therefore, we also suggest that mobile application systems in such scenarios should be
context-aware [18].
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the following:
• People have privacy concerns about providing their location-privacy preferences to a cen-
tralised recommender.
• People’s privacy concerns have negative effects on their perceived recommendation quality,
satisfaction about their choices, and acceptance of recommendations.
• The openness of recommendations affect people’s acceptance. They are less likely to accept
the recommendations with the highest openness or the lowest openness.
• Contexts (time slot and location category) affect people’s acceptance.
• Regularity and potential risks caused by failed recommendations may have effects on people’s
acceptance.
Among these findings, we think that the negative effects from concern to the other factors are the
most important. They affect both directly and indirectly on acceptance. To make location-privacy
recommenders acceptable, we must address people’s concerns about providing their data to a
centralised recommender. Therefore, in the next chapter, we investigate the feasibility of two
possible solutions that aim to protect people’s data privacy from different angles.
Chapter 6
Alleviating concerns: data obfuscation and
decentralisation
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 has demonstrated that user-based CF location-privacy recommenders are accurate. In
Chapter 5, we have further evaluated the recommenders beyond accuracy, finding that several
subjective and objective factors affect people’s acceptance of location-privacy recommendations.
Among these factors, people’s privacy concerns about sharing their data with centralised recom-
mender servers significantly decrease their acceptance of the recommendations, both directly
and indirectly. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate how to alleviate such concerns.
One way to protect people’s data privacy is through data obfuscation, i.e., adding noise into
people’s raw data. By adding noise that follows a certain distribution, the quality of recom-
mendations may still be acceptable. Meanwhile, the centralised servers that use obfuscated
data can only learn individual’s information to a degree of probability, rather than 100%. Wang
et al. [137] show that obfuscation options make end users more likely to provide their data to
service providers. Thus, we examine the feasibility of data obfuscation in our location-privacy
recommender systems.
Another choice, more directly, is to eliminate the existence of centralised recommender servers,
which are the source of people’s privacy concerns. In the scenario of LSS, people carry their
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mobile devices with them and these devices physically meet each other. In addition, theses
devices are embedded with short range communication interfaces such as Bluetooth, which
means that they can exchange data directly with each other when they meet. Thus each device
can have a local location-privacy recommender based on the data it received in client-side.
Kobsa et al. [72] show that personalisations (e.g., recommendations) in client-side cause lower
privacy concerns for users. Thus, we also examine the feasibility of deploying location-privacy
recommender systems in a decentralised structure.
As in the decentralised structure, everyone can take part in the recommender system to receive
and contribute data, the system is inherently vulnerable to malicious users who modify their
received data and send them to other users. Therefore, we treat such misbehaviour as a type
of attack and examine the its influence on decentralised recommender systems. To address its
threats, we propose a reputation scheme based on encounter frequency to discriminate malicious
users from bona fide users.
In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of both data obfuscation and decentralisation in our
system, and evaluate the performance of these two schemes. The aim of the experiments in this
chapter is to answer the following questions:
• Q1 How much would data obfuscation influence the performance of recommendations?
• Q2 Can decentralised location-privacy recommender systems perform as well as a centralised
recommender system does?
• Q3 How effective is the attack in decentralised recommender systems?
• Q4 How effective is the encounter-frequency-based reputation scheme to alleviate the attack?
For the data obfuscation scheme, as the added noise follows certain distribution, the influence of
obfuscated data on the performance of recommendations may be averaged. Thus, we expect that
we can protect users’ data accuracy at limited cost of recommendation performance.
For the decentralisation scheme, as people in LSS only require location-privacy recommendations
when they reach their destinations and want to share their locations, there may be enough time
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for their devices to receive data from others before recommendations are required. Therefore,
we expect that decentralised location-privacy recommender systems may eventually perform as
well as a centralised recommender system does.
6.2 Methodology
We aim to investigate the performance of a centralised location-privacy recommender system
with data obfuscation and the performance of a decentralised location-privacy recommender
system. First, we describe the designs of these two schemes. Second, to evaluate the robustness
of the decentralised system, we formally describe the above mentioned misbehaviour as a
type of shilling attacks [79], i.e., the sampling attack [23], which can be applied to biasing
decentralised recommender systems, and demonstrate its attack effectiveness. Finally, we
introduce a reputation scheme and demonstrate its alleviation effect on the sampling attack.
6.2.1 Centralised recommender systems with data obfuscation
When deploying location-privacy recommenders in real-world applications, users have to share
their data with the recommenders. A third party that is independent of LSS applications
could serve as the recommender, in order to avoid recommendations being biased by the LSS
applications for their own benefits. We assume such third-party recommender is semi-honest,
which means that the recommender conforms to algorithms to generate recommendations, but try
to further analyse users’ data to learn additional information from them. Users’ location-privacy
preferences are recorded as rating vectors. These vectors not only contain their location-privacy
settings, but also contain their location information. For a specific context in a rating vector, if it
is rated, then that means the user who owns the rating vector has been to the location category
during the time slot of the context. Thus, when users require location-privacy recommendations
for new contexts, they have to release their location histories that may have some sensitive
contexts to the recommender.
One way to make the recommenders provide recommendations without knowing the content
in preferences is using homomorphic encryption [25]. Its computational expense, however, is
too high for applications using large data sets in the real world. Another way is to obfuscate
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the data in preferences. Data obfuscation is normally done by adding noise, i.e., fake ratings,
into users’ preferences. The added noise follows a certain distribution that makes the loss of
performance not significant. By this means, the privacy of individual users is guaranteed at the
cost of acceptable recommendation accuracy loss.
We implement the data obfuscation in our centralised recommender system based on the work of
Polat and Du [109], which adds fake ratings for unrated items in the preferences. By this means,
the recommender cannot tell if a rated item in a preference is real. For each user, there are a
number of rated items in his or her preference. We denote this number as mt . The user can decide
the amount of noise to be added in the preference by controlling a noise factor α. The maximum
number of fake ratings to be added is denoted by mmax = αmt . The actual number of fake ratings,
which is denoted by m f , is randomly selected between 0 and mmax and m f ∼U [0,mmax]. We
randomly select m f unrated items in the preference and give half of them positive ratings (i.e.,
“share”) and give another half negative ratings (i.e., “not share”). The purpose of increasing the
randomness in the process is to decrease the loss of recommendation accuracy.
6.2.2 Decentralised recommender systems using opportunistic networks
We design our decentralised location-privacy recommender system based on two assumptions.
First, in the scenario of LSS, users often move around with their mobile devices (e.g., smart-
phones) and often encounter each other. All of these mobile devices construct an opportunistic
network [108] and we can build our decentralised recommender system based on it. This oppor-
tunistic network enables people to exchange their location-privacy preferences directly when
they encounter. Thus, such structure does not need the support from a centralised server. Second,
when using LSS applications, people only request location-privacy recommendations when they
arrive at a place and decide to publish a location check-in. Thus before one recommendation
is requested, there may be long enough time for one’s device to receive adequate data from
others on the way from one place to another. In Figure 6.1, we demonstrate an example of how a
decentralised location-privacy recommender works on Alice’s device.
We describe our decentralised recommender system based on the description in Chapter 4. We
are interested in investigating how the performance of decentralised recommender changes with
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Figure 6.1: At 10 a.m., Alice’s device and Bob’s device encounter (move within communication
range) each other and they exchange their stored location-privacy preferences. Then at 11 a.m.,
Alice’s device encounters and exchanges data with Carol’s device. When Alice arrives at her
destination at 3 p.m. and wants to share her location, the system uses the data that she received
from Bob and Carol to generate a location-privacy recommendation on her device locally.
time. Thus, we put users’ location-privacy preferences in their profiles and add timestamps in
these profiles. For each user profile p, p = (id,R, ts). id is the profile identity. R is the user’s
location-privacy preference. ts is the timestamp of the last update time for the profile.
We assume that our decentralised recommender system is in the same LSS scenario where the
centralised one mentioned in Chapter 4 is. The context set C = T ×L = {c1,c2, ...,c|T ||L|}. Each
location-privacy preference is represented as R = (ri,1,ri,2, ...,ri,|T ||L|). Each ri,x is the privacy
setting, i.e., “share” or “not share”, of user ui in context cx.
The initial value of a profile p’s timestamp ts is the time when p is generated. Every time when
users update their profiles, such as making new location-privacy decisions, we update the ts to
the current time. Table 6.1 shows an extended version of all the terms that we use to describe our
decentralised location-privacy recommender system.
In our system, users exchange their profiles, which contain their location-privacy preferences,
with each other through opportunistic networks. Each user ui keeps all the received profiles from
others in a set Preceivedi . When two users, say ui and u j, encounter each other, they have two data
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For users
u a user
U the set of all users
t a time slot
T the set of all time slots
l a location category
L the set of all location categories
C the context set,
C = T ×L = {(t1, l1),(t1, l2), ...,(t|T |, l|L|)}
= {c1,c2, ...,c|T ||L|}
R a location-privacy preference, Ri = (ri,1,ri,2, ...,ri,|T ||L|),
ri,x is ui’s location-privacy setting (“share” or “not share”) in cx
p a real profile of a user, p = (id,R, ts),
id is the profile identity,
R is the user’s location-privacy preferences,
and ts is the profile’s last update time
Preal the set all real profiles, pi ∈ Preal
Preceived a set of received profiles
For attackers
Ctarget a target context set
int the intent of attack (push or nuke)
s a shill record, s = (idreal, idshill, ts),
idreal is the real id of the affected profile,
idshill is the id of the shill profile made from
the affected profile,
and ts is the last update time of the affected profile
S a shill record set
Pshill a shill profile set
Table 6.1: Terms and symbols used in our system
exchange schemes:
• Decentralised Individual Exchange (D-Ind): ui and u j only exchange pi and p j.
• Decentralised Set Exchange (D-Set): ui and u j exchange their own profiles and all their
received profiles with each other, i.e., ui sends pi and PReceivedi to u j, and u j sends p j and
PReceivedj to ui.
Users update their stored profiles after they receive profiles from others. In the D-Ind scheme,
after ui receiving p j, ui checks if p j already exists in PReceivedi . If ui does not have p j in the
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received set, or if ui finds out that the received p j is newer than a previously existing p j (ui can
do this by comparing the timestamps of two profiles), then ui adds p j into PReceivedi , or updates
the existing p j.
In our system, people travel from one place to another. Once they arrive at their destinations
during a certain time slot, if they want to publish location check-ins, they can use all the received
profiles on their devices to recommend location-privacy settings. These recommendations are
calculated locally on their devices without the support from a centralised server.
The recommendation algorithm of our decentralised recommender is user-based CF [113], the
same as the algorithm of our centralised recommender in Chapter 4. When user ui requests a
recommendation, first, we calculate the similarities of the location-privacy preferences in all the
profiles in PReceivedi , in the same way described in Chapter 4. Next, we use the neighbours with
the highest similarities to Ri to recommend a location-privacy setting for ui. We use the same
algorithm and decision threshold as in Chapter 4.
6.2.3 Conducting sampling attack in decentralised recommenders
Our proposed decentralised recommender system is based on opportunistic networks. Everyone
who has a mobile device can take part in the system and produce, receive, and relay data in it.
This type of open structure is inherently vulnerable to malicious users who misbehave for their
own benefits.
One potential attack against our decentralised recommender system is the sampling attack.
Sampling attackers use real users’ preferences as samples to generate many fake profiles (i.e.,
shill profiles) with elaborated ratings, in order to bias recommendation results. In centralised
recommender systems, the sampling attack is considered impractical, since attackers rarely can
access real users’ profiles stored on a server. In decentralised recommender systems, however,
as users receive and store others’ data, the system is more vulnerable to the sampling attack,
compared with centralised systems. Malicious users can use their received data as samples
to generate shill profiles. These shill profiles are highly similar to the real profiles of victims,
which increases the difficulty of detecting them based on similarities. An example of an attacker
conducting sampling attack is shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: A sampling attacker a receives two profiles pi and p j from two real users ui and u j
respectively. The attacker a then uses pi and p j as samples to generate two shill profiles pshilli
and pshillj . When a meets uk, it sends the two shill profiles {pshilli , pshillj } rather than the two real
profiles {pi, p j} to uk.
The incentives behind the sampling attack in our system can be various. As the function of
location-privacy recommender systems is to help people with their location-privacy settings
by automatic configuration, malicious users may use the sampling attack as a way to bias the
recommendations in the systems, thereby overexposing (or underexposing) people’s location
information. For instance, business owners may want people who visit their shops to share the
locations there, in order to increase the number of location check-ins in their shops on social
media platforms (e.g., Facebook). Such attack can increase the popularity of their own business.
Similarly, for their rivals’ places, they may conduct the sampling attack to make people who visit
there not share their locations.
Before we formally describe the process of sampling attack, we define the ability of the attackers
in our system as follows:
• Attackers can take part in the decentralised recommender system to receive data from other
users, to store the data on their devices, and to inspect the data.
• Attackers can generate multiple ids for multiple shill profiles. These shill profiles are made
based on the received profiles from real users.
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Each attacker has some target contexts to attack, i.e., at which location category and during
which time slot the attacker wants the sampling attack to work. For each target context, the
attacker has an intent of attack, which represents that the attacker wants to encourage people in
the target context to publish location check-ins, i.e., push attack, or wants to discourage people
to check in, i.e., nuke attack.
After deciding the set of target contexts, i.e., Ctarget , and the intent of attack, i.e., int, the attacker
joins the decentralised recommender system and encounters with other users. Every time when
the attacker meets a user, they exchange data with each other. Using the received profiles as
samples, the attacker generates shill profiles. Based on int, these shill profiles give “share” or
“not share” ratings to the contexts in Ctarget . We formally describe the process of sampling attack
in the D-Ind scheme in Algorithm 1. This is only for generating shill profiles for one received
profile. When conducting the sampling attack in the D-Set, the attacker repeats Algorithm 1 for
all the profiles in the received list.
6.2.4 Encounter-frequency-based reputation scheme
To solve the threats from sampling attackers, we propose a reputation scheme that uses the
encounter frequency of devices to discriminate shill profiles from real profiles. Traditionally,
shill profiles in other types of shilling attacks, such as random attack, can be discriminated by
analysing the distribution of their similarities. The premise of similarity-based detection is that
attackers cannot access to the samples of real users’ preferences. Thus, the distribution of the
preference similarities in shill profiles is different from the distribution of the preference similari-
ties in real profiles, because attackers generate shill profiles randomly or through some simple
rules. This premise is reasonable in centralised recommender systems, but not in decentralised
structures.
In the sampling attack, shill profiles are made from the profiles of real users. The only difference
between a shill profile and its original profile is the ratings in target contexts. Therefore, detecting
them through similarity-based schemes is difficult. In addition, it is not costly for attackers
to produce many shill profiles with small differences in similarities to pass any thresholds of
similarities. Thus, we seek solutions that use other features rather than similarities.
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Algorithm 1: Sampling attack. Generating new shill profiles or replacing old shill profiles.
Data: p is a received profile.
S is a set of victim records.
Ctarget is the set of target contexts.
int is the intent of the attacker on the target contexts.
Result: Pshill is the set of shill profiles.
begin
if @s ∈ S,s.idreal = p.id then
/* Generating a new shill profile from p */
idshill ← an id for a new shill profile;
S← S∪{(p.id, idshill, p.ts)};
Rshill ← p.R;
foreach c in Ctarget do
if c is not rated in Rshill then
Change its rating in Rshill based on int;
pshill ← (idshill,Rshill, p.ts);
Pshill ← Pshill ∪{pshill};
else
if p.ts > s.ts then
/* Replacing the old shill profile of p */
pold ← the old shill profile of p;
pshill ← the new shill profile of p, made from p.R, Ctarget , int, and p.ts;
Pshill← Pshill \{pold}∪{pshill};
s.ts← p.ts;
As described above, the mobile devices in our system compose an opportunistic network and
they physically encounter each other. The encounter frequency of all the devices are decided by
the number of devices and their mobility patterns. If we assume that all the devices in our system
have similar mobility patterns, for individual devices, their frequency of encountering others
should be similar. Thus, we can use encounter frequency as a type of resource, i.e., reputation,
and it is bounded with devices rather than profiles. If a sampling attacker generates multiple
profiles on his or her device, the encounter-frequency-based reputation has to be divided for
these shill profiles. To increase the reputation, the attacker has to deploy more devices carried
by multiple persons with different mobility trajectories. Compared with simply generating
more shill profiles, this is more expensive and more difficult for the attacker. Therefore, we use
encounter frequency to build our reputation scheme.
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Figure 6.3 shows an example of our reputation scheme. In Figure 6.3 (a), there are two real users,
i.e., u1 and u2, and they encounter with each other three times. As a real user, u2 only keeps
one profile, i.e., p2, on its device. Every time, when encountering with u1, u2 identifies itself as
p2. Thus from the perspective of u1, the profile p2’s reputation is 3. But if u2 is an attacker a,
as shown in Figure 6.3 (b), who has three shill profiles on its own device, it can only identify
itself as one of these three shill profiles. Therefore, given similar amount of encounter frequency,
from u1’s perspective, the reputation of the shill profiles of attacker a would be lower than the
reputation of the profiles of real users, since a has to divide the reputation for different shill
profiles.
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Figure 6.3: Encounter frequency based reputation scheme. In (a), real users u1 and u2 encounter
three times. Each time, u2 identifies its profile p2 with u1 and the reputation of p2 is 3. In (b), a
is an attacker and has to divide the same amount of reputation to its different shill profiles.
We define the reputation of profile p j from user ui’s perspective, i.e., repi, j, as the frequency by
which ui encounters p j. We use such encounter-frequency-based reputation to discriminate shill
profiles from real profiles. For ui, before generating recommendations locally, we need to decide
a threshold to filter out profiles with low reputation values. We draw on the threshold value of
the trust-based filtering [99], i.e., the mean of trust values, and calculate the average reputation
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of all the received profiles, i.e., repi, as the threshold to filter out low reputation profiles in our
scheme. Therefore, the set of profiles that takes part in making recommendations is:
Pcandidatei = {p j|p j ∈ Preceivedi ,repi, j ≥ repi}
According to the design of our reputation scheme and our assumption that devices have similar
mobility patterns and encounter frequency, as long as an attacker has multiple shill profiles, it
has to divide the opportunities of gaining reputation among those shill profiles. Therefore, each
shill profile has lower reputation than a real profile does. One exception is that the attacker may
generate only one shill profile and this shill profile may have similar amount of reputation as a
real profile does. Our reputation scheme cannot discriminate this kind of single shill profiles
from real profiles. However, the influence of a single shill profile on biasing recommendation
results is low. To increase the attack effectiveness, the single-shill-profile attacker has to deploy
multiple devices to increase the number of shill profiles in the entire system, which increases the
expense of conducting such attack.
6.3 Results of data obfuscation
To examine the influence of different amount of noise on recommendation performance, we use
different noise factor α. For each one, we run 100 rounds of 10-fold cross-validation experiments.
The recommendation performance without noise is used as the benchmark. Comparing it with
the performance with noise can tell us the loss in accuracy and the increase in leak. One the
one hand, the more noise we add, the less probably a recommender can tell whether a rating in
a preference is real. On the other hand, more noise causes more loss of the recommendation
performance. We aim to find out the trade-off between performance and privacy.
As shown in Figure 6.4, the x-axis represents the noise factor α. It changes from 1 to 20. The
y-axis represents the accuracy of our recommender under the influence of the added noise. The
dashed line is the accuracy of our recommender without noise. The loss of accuracy goes up
(from 0.76% to 5.35%) when we increase α. This is within our expectation of the influence of
added noise. To find out how likely a real rating can be identified, we define Privacy Level (PL)
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as the percentage of the expected value of fake ratings among all ratings, i.e., PL = E(m f )E(m f )+mt .
As we mentioned, m f ∼U [0,mmax], then we have E(m f ) = mmax2 = αmt2 . Thus, given a noise
factor α, we have a PL as αα+2 . For a recommender without any noise, i.e., α= 0, the PL is 0,
which means the recommender knows every rating in the preference is real and the owner of the
preference has been to the context related to the rating. When α= 1, the PL is 33.33%. This
result is at the cost of only 0.76% loss of accuracy. Similarly, as shown in Figure 6.5, adding
noise causes the increase of leak from 0.86% to 2.21%. The trade-off between leak to PL is also
minimal.
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Figure 6.4: accuracy of the privacy-aware recommender with different noise factor (α). The
dashed line represents the accuracy of the recommender without fake ratings. The loss of
accuracy is minimal (0.76%, α = 1) when α is small. It increases with the growth of α and
reaches 5.35% when α= 20.
It should be noted that, when α= 20, the theoretical expected number of fake ratings is ten times
as the number of real ratings. However, since there are 5 time slots and 6 location categories
in the dataset, the length of each preference is uniform and fixed, i.e., 30. Therefore, when
the number of fake ratings and real ratings in a preference reaches the maximum length of the
preference, increasing α will not increase the number of fake ratings. And that is the reason
of the influence of noise being stable as α increases. This suggests that small α is effective to
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Figure 6.5: leak of the privacy-aware recommender with different noise factor (α). The dashed
line represents the leak of the recommender without fake ratings. The increase of leak is minimal
(0.86%, α= 1) when α is small and reaches 2.21% when α= 20.
increase the expense of the recommender to learn whether a rating is real.
This result indicates that our centralised location-privacy recommender system can be imple-
mented in a privacy-aware fashion. By adding noise that follows uniform distribution, we can
increase the privacy level for recommender users at the cost of minimal performance loss.
6.4 Performance of decentralised recommender systems
To evaluate the performance of our decentralised location-privacy recommender system, we
conduct our experiment through opportunistic network simulations driven by real-world traces.
We use the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [67] to realise the simulation.
In each round, we simulate 24 hours and divide this time span into five time slots (i.e., morning,
noon, afternoon, evening, and night) as shown in Table 6.2. We use the same dataset of location-
privacy preferences that we use in Chapter 4, i.e., the st_andrews/locshare from the CRAWDAD
data archive [103]. Since there are 40 participants in the dataset, we deploy 40 nodes in our
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simulation and each of them has a different location-privacy preference selected from the dataset.
time slot time range probability
Morning 0700 – 1159 18%
Noon 1200 – 1359 13%
Afternoon 1400 – 1659 23%
Evening 1700 – 2059 28%
Night 2100 – 0659 17%
Table 6.2: Probability of check-in in different time slots
The mobility patterns of the nodes in our simulation are restricted to a map that represents
the road layout of the town of St Andrews. Every time a node moves, it first chooses a place
as its destination on the map. We have five points of interests (POI) to represent the places,
including university buildings and night clubs, where people are more likely to visit. A node
has the probability of 0.8 to choose a POI as its next destination. The node travels through the
shortest path on the map to its destination. The node stays at the place between 0 seconds and
120 seconds after arriving. After that, it chooses the next destination based on the same rules.
We repeat 100 rounds of simulations and randomly generate the nodes’ initial positions and
mobility patterns by using different randomness seeds. The detailed simulation configuration of
our experiments is shown in Table 6.3.
Parameters Values
simulation time 86400 seconds (24 hours) / round
time update interval 2 seconds
transmit range 10 metres
number of nodes 41 (40 real users, 1 attacker)
walking speed 0.0 m/s to 1.5 m/s
number of points of interests 5
probability of visiting POIs 80%
world size 4500 metres * 3400 metres
movement map streets of St Andrews
movement model shortest-path map-based movement
wait time 0 seconds to 120 seconds
router direct delivery
number of rounds 100
Table 6.3: Simulation configuration
In our simulation, we do not consider the influence of data transmit speed between two nodes and
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the storage size on each node. In our recommender, the main payload of messages is preference
sets. These preferences are represented as binary vectors. The expense of transmitting and
storing such preferences, we believe, is not influential. Thus, once two nodes encounter with
each other, the data exchange between them can be done in one time interval of our simulation
(2 seconds).
Compared with the off-line evaluation in Chapter 4, we evaluate our decentralised recommender
system on the fly. The reason is that we want to investigate how the performance would change
with simulation time. We start each round of simulation from 0700 in the morning. All nodes
keep travelling and encountering with others. Figure 6.6 shows the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the encounter frequency in 100 rounds of simulation. As the nodes’ movement
patterns are restricted by the road layout of small town and there are several points of interest
where the nodes are likely to visit at the same time, the encounter frequency in larger areas with
the same number of nodes may be lower than that in our simulation and the nodes may need
longer time to receive enough data. However, in a real world scenario, there might be more
nodes with more complex movement patterns (e.g., using public transport to move faster), which
may increase the density of nodes and the encounter frequency in some areas.
A node may decide whether publish a location check-in once it arrives at a destination. During
different time slots of the simulation, the probabilities of publishing location check-ins are
different. We calculate the probabilities from the percentage of instances of each time slot in the
dataset, as shown in Table 6.2. If the node decides to check-in, we request a location-privacy
recommendation. We first convert the current simulation time to the time slot it belongs to, based
on Table 6.2. If there are any settings in the node’s allocated location-privacy preference for
the current time slot, then we randomly choose one from them and use it as the ground truth to
be compared with the recommendation to be made. The possible combinations are the same
as in the evaluation section of Chapter 4, and we use the same metrics, i.e., accuracy and leak.
Once a setting has been chosen for evaluation, it will not be chosen again in the same round
of simulation. After the comparison between the ground truth setting and the recommendation,
the node’s profile is updated by adding the tested setting in it and updating the timestamp to the
current time. The node uses this updated profile for data exchange and making recommendations
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Figure 6.6: Cumulative distribution function of the encounter frequency of 100 rounds of
simulation. Each round of simulation has 41 nodes (40 real users and 1 attacker) and 24 hours
simulation time.
in the rest of this round of simulation. We use the same recommender engine, i.e., Lenskit [39],
as we do in Chapter 4. The maximum neighbourhood size is 8, which has the lowest leak in the
evaluation in Chapter 4.
We compare the accuracy and the leak of our decentralised schemes, i.e., D-Ind and D-Set,
with a centralised recommender that can access all the data, i.e., C-Rec. As C-Rec always uses
the whole data of all the nodes in the simulation to make recommendations, it has the ideal
performance that a recommender can achieve. Thus we use its accuracy and leak as benchmarks.
As shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8, D-Ind and D-Set have similar performance. The accuracys
of D-Ind and D-Set are 9% and 11% lower than that of C-Rec and their leaks are 4% and 3%
higher than that of C-Rec. In our decentralised schemes, once a profile is generated, the holder
of the profile needs to move and encounter with other nodes to send this profile to them. Thus
the nodes in our decentralised schemes need more time than those in the centralised scheme to
receive adequate data to make accurate recommendations. Therefore, the difference between the
performance of decentralised and centralised recommenders is within our expectation.
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Figure 6.7: Overall accuracy of different recommenders in 100 rounds of simulations. The
centralised recommender (C-Rec) has the highest average recommendation accuracy (68%)
compared with the decentralised recommenders’ accuracy (both p < 0.01, t-test). For the
decentralised recommenders, the average accuracy of D-Ind is 57%, 2% lower than the accuracy
of D-Set, 59% (p < 0.01, t-test).
Among the decentralised schemes, D-Set has higher accuracy and lower leak than D-Ind does.
To find out the reason, we measure the profile coverage of both schemes. The profile coverage is
drawn from the message coverage metric from existing work [50]. For each profile, we define
its coverage as the number of nodes that have received this profile, divided by the number of
nodes that should receive this profile. In our simulation, since we deploy 40 nodes, for each new
generated profile, there are 39 nodes that are supposed to receive it. In each round of simulation,
we measure the average coverage of all the profiles and record the average values of all the 100
rounds of simulations. As shown in Figure 6.9, the profile coverage in D-Set is higher than that in
D-Ind. In D-Set, since the nodes send not only their own profiles, but also their received profiles
to other nodes, once a new profile is generated, it can cover more nodes in D-Set than in D-Ind,
due to the relay. Thus, the performance of D-Set is better. Therefore, we suggest that the D-Set
scheme is a better candidate than D-Ind to be deployed in real-world deployment. In the rest of
this chapter, we only choose D-Set to represent our decentralised recommender system and use it
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Figure 6.8: Overall leak of different recommenders in 100 rounds of simulations. As in accuracy,
the centralised recommender (C-Rec) has the best performance, with an average leak of 16%
(both p < 0.01, t-test). The difference between D-Ind (20%) and D-Set (19%) is not statistically
significant (p > 0.01, t-test).
to compare with other schemes.
The overall performance only shows the difference at the end of each round of simulation. But
during each simulation, the performance may change with time. As the time of simulation
goes, the nodes in our decentralised recommender system collect more and more data, and the
performance may get close to that of the centralised one. To find out the change of performance
with time, for each round of simulation, we group the evaluation results into 90-minute buckets,
which have the smallest bucket size that makes all the buckets have sufficient data. We calculate
the accuracy and the leak of different schemes in each time interval to see whether the difference
between them changes with time.
As shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11, at the beginning of the simulation, which is the
cold-start period, the difference between the performance of D-Set and C-Rec is the greatest. The
performance of D-Set approaches the performance of C-Rec as the simulation time goes on. In
fact, the average accuracy difference and the average leak difference between the two schemes
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Figure 6.9: Overall profile coverage of decentralised recommenders in 100 rounds. Due to the
data forwarding, the average coverage (78%) of D-Set is higher than the average coverage (49%)
of D-Ind (p < 0.01, t-test).
are 3% and 1% respectively, after 4.5 hours of simulation time. There are a few statistically
significant differences in the comparison of performance after 4.5 hours of simulation time,
such as the 9th hour in Figure 6.10 and the 15th hour in Figure 6.11. The reason is that, in
different time slots, all the nodes in the simulation only request recommendations of the current
time slot. Once the simulation enters the next time slot, as no one has the knowledge about
the recommendations in this new time slot, both the centralised and the decentralised systems
experience a new cold-start period. During this period, the profile coverage and performance of
the centralised system can recover more quickly than the decentralised system.
In real-world LSS scenarios, it is unlikely that people publish all their location check-ins
and request location-privacy recommendations within one day. Thus, there would be more
time for the nodes in our decentralised recommender system to receive adequate data before
recommendations are requested. Therefore, we believe that the performance of our decentralised
recommender system would be closer to that of the centralised one in real-world LSS applications
than in our simulation.
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Figure 6.10: accuracy of C-Rec and D-Set over time. The difference between the two schemes’
accuracy becomes small as the simulation time goes on. After 4.5 hours of simulation time, the
accuracy of the two schemes are close.
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Figure 6.11: leak of C-Rec and D-Set with the change of simulation time. After 4.5 hours of
simulation time, the leak of the two schemes are close.
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6.5 Attack effectiveness
To evaluate the effectiveness of the sampling attack, we deploy one attacker node that has the
ability to generate unlimited number of ids for its shill profiles. Every time the attacker node
receives a profile from a user, it makes a shill profile. Compared with the attack size (15%)
commonly used in other types of shilling attacks [23, 92], the size of sampling attack in our
simulation is 100%, which is stronger.
In each round of simulation, the attacker first randomly chooses one target location category
and one attack intent. Thus, the set of target contexts, i.e., Ctarget , are all the contexts whose
location category is the target location category. To examine the effectiveness of the attack, each
real user node keeps two decentralised local recommenders and only one of them is affected
by the attacker’s shill profiles. Every time one real user node requests a recommendation, we
compare the outputs from these two recommenders. If the outputs are different, which means
that the attacker’s shill profiles have changed the original recommendation, we record this
recommendation as a changed recommendation. Given the target contexts set Ctarget and the
attack intent int, we use ChangeRec(Ctarget , int) to represent all the changed recommendations
due to the attacker’s input.
For the attacker, once its Ctarget and int are decided, the recommendations which it aims to change
are those recommendations whose contexts are in Ctarget and whose original recommendations
are different from int. For instance, without the existence of the attacker, if a recommendation
result is “not share”, then it is a target recommendation after a “push” attacker being introduced.
Equally, all the ”share” recommendations are target recommendations for a “nuke” attacker.
Given Ctarget and int, we represent the set of target recommendations by TargetRec(Ctarget , int).
Thus, for one round of simulation, the attack success ratio of the attacker is:
Suc(Ctarget , int) =
|TargetRec(Ctarget , int)∩ChangedRec(Ctarget , int)|
|TargetRec(Ctarget , int)|
We first examine the attack effectiveness without any mitigation. As shown in Figure 6.12, the
average attack success ratio across 100 rounds of simulation is 57%. These successful attacks
are conducted among the target recommendations whose contexts are in the set Ctarget and
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whose original recommendation results are different from int. One attacker node, by simply
generating 40 shill profiles from real user samples, can bias more than half of the location-privacy
recommendations in the target contexts. This result shows that our decentralised location-privacy
recommender system is vulnerable to the sampling attack.
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Figure 6.12: The percentage of successful attacks using different recommenders. The average
attack success ratios of D-Set is 57%. The location-level trust’s effect on alleviating the sampling
attack is minimal. The attack success ratio of D-Set-Trust (55%) is 2% lower compared with
D-Set (p < 0.01, t-test). With the reputation scheme D-Set-Rep, the average attack success ratio
drops to 8% (p < 0.01, t-test).
6.6 Mitigation effectiveness
We evaluate the mitigation effectiveness by comparing the attack success ratio with and without
our reputation scheme. For the result with our reputation scheme, in our analysis, we refer to it
as D-Set-Rep.
Since the sampling attack is difficult to be detected by similarity-based methods, we compare
our scheme with an existing trust-based model for recommender systems [99]. In this work,
two types of trust are defined, i.e., profile-level trust and item-level trust. A profile-level trust
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generally describes how accurate one profile is in terms of contributing to recommendations. An
item-level trust, more specifically, describes how accurate one profile is in terms of contributing
to the recommendations for a type of items. Since shill profiles in the sampling attack are highly
similar with real profiles, even if they lose their profile-level trust in target recommendations,
they can still gain their profile-level trust from other recommendations. Thus, we adapt the
item-level trust as the location-level trust in our experiment. By this means, we can ensure that
the shill profiles’ location-level trust values in their target location categories are lower than those
of real profiles, since they always try to make incorrect recommendations in the target location
categories. We refer to the scheme of using the location-level trust model as D-Set-Trust. For
each profile p, its location-level trust value in terms of recommending location-privacy settings
in location category l∗ is:
TrustL(p, l∗) =
|{(r, l) ∈CorrectSet(p) : l = l∗}|
|{(r, l) ∈ RecSet(p) : l = l∗}|
RecSet(p) is the set of all the recommendations that p has contributed to. CorrectSet(p) is the
set of the correct recommendations that p has contributed to. Thus, TrustL(p, l) is the percentage
of the correct location-privacy recommendations that p has made in the location category l.
To apply the location-level trust model to recommenndations, we combine profiles’ similarities
with their trust values as their trust-based weightings. When ui requests a recommendation in
location category l, for each profile pk in ui’s neighbourhood, we use the harmonic mean of its
trust and similarity as its trust-based weighting [99]:
w(ui, pk, l) =
2×wi,k×TrustL(pk, l)
wi,k +TrustL(pk, l)
We use this weighting instead of wi,k when making recommendations. As this weighting is the
harmonic mean of two values, it will be high only when both trust and similarity values are high.
It showed better performance compared with other methods in previous studies [99].
Every profile needs an initial trust value for bootstrap, because it will not have a trust value
until it takes part in recommendations. If pk contributes to a recommendation for ui in location
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category l for the first time, its initial trust value TrustL(pk, l)0 is wi,k. By this means, pk’s initial
trust-based weighting is its Cosine similarity.
We evaluate the mitigation effectiveness of our reputation scheme (D-Set-Rep) and compare it
with the location-level trust model (D-Set-Trust). As shown in Figure 6.12, after deploying the
reputation scheme, the attack success ratio in D-Set-Rep drops from 57% to 8%. The mitigation
effectiveness of the location-level trust model, however, is only 2% (from 57% to 55%). As the
location-level trust model is a posterior model, before the trust values of attackers accumulate,
there has to be enough recommendations made by them. Thus, until the trust values of attackers
drop from a series of incorrect recommendations, they are not significantly lower than those of
real users. Therefore, they can still successfully conduct the sampling attack during this period
of time.
To analyse the sensitivity of the threshold, we change the threshold factor β from 0 to 1 with 0.05
as the increment and use β∗ rep as the threshold to filter out profiles with low reputation. As
shown in Figure 6.13, between 0.2rep and rep, the reputation scheme can effectively mitigate
the sampling attack. When the β< 0.2, the attack success ratio increases significantly. As the
reputations scheme is based on the nodes’ encounter frequency, which is based on the nodes’
mobility patterns, this result only represents our simulated scenario. In the real world, people’s
mobility patterns may be more complex and the density of population may be different, thus the
sensitivity of the rep threshold may be different.
The encounter frequency of nodes in opportunistic networks, as our results suggest, can be used
as a proxy of profile reputations to discriminate shill profiles from real profiles. Such reputation
scheme can effectively mitigate the effectiveness of the sampling attack against decentralised
recommender systems. The design of the encounter-frequency-based reputation scheme is
independent of the preferences in profiles. Thus, it is difficult for attackers to elaborate their
shill profiles to bypass the reputation filter. Additionally, unlike the posterior trust model, our
reputation scheme does not need recommendation results to update their reputation values, which
makes our scheme quicker to work.
A potential side effect of our reputation scheme is that it may filter out real profiles that have
low encounter frequency and consequently influence the recommendation performance. Thus
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Figure 6.13: Sensitivity analysis of reputation threshold. The x-axis is a factor β and we use
β∗ rep as the threshold to filter out low-reputation profiles. The y-axis is the success ratio of the
sampling attack. When β< 0.2, the success ratio increases significantly.
we compare the accuracy and the leak of D-Set and D-Set-Rep to find out how much this
influence can be. As shown in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15, the reputation scheme decreases
the average accuracy by 2% and increases the average leak by 1%. Compared with the overall
performance and also considering its significant mitigation effectiveness on the attack success
ratio, its influence on recommendation performance is minimal.
We have demonstrated that, with the protection of our reputation scheme, the attack effectiveness
of a sampling attacker with a single device can be significantly mitigated. To increase the
reputation values of its shill profiles, the attacker has to encounter more nodes, thereby increasing
its encounter frequency with others. One way to do that is to deploy more attacker nodes. Thus,
we enable the attacker to do this to examine how many nodes the attacker has to deploy in
D-Set-Rep to achieve the same attack success ratio that it can easily achieve in D-Set.
We let the attacker in our simulation deploy multiple nodes in D-Set-Rep. All of these nodes are
controlled by the attacker and they all have the same Ctarget and int in each round of simulation.
The shill profiles generated from the same real profile by these nodes have the same profile id.
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Figure 6.14: Overall accuracy of D-Set and D-Set-Rep in 100 rounds of simulation. The average
accuracy of D-Set-Rep, 57%, is 2% lower than the average accuracy of D-Set, 59% (p < 0.01,
t-test).
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Figure 6.15: Overall leak of D-Set and D-Set-Rep in 100 rounds of simulation. The average leak
of D-Set-Rep, 20%, is 1% higher than the average leak of D-Set, 19% (p < 0.01, t-test),
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Thus, when a real user encounters any of these attack nodes, the reputation of the shill profiles
on it can increase.
As shown in Figure 6.16, the attack success ratio in D-Set-Rep goes up as we deploy more
attacker nodes. To achieve the same attack success ratio achieved in D-Set, i.e., 57%, the attacker
has to deploy at least 30 nodes. This is more expensive than simply generating shill profiles. In
addition, to make sure the reputation values of the shill profiles can increase on many real users’
devices, these attacker nodes have to be carried by different people who have diverse mobility
patterns in order to encounter as many real users as possible.
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Figure 6.16: The change of success ratio when the attacker deploys multiple devices in D-Set-
Rep. The dashed line is the success ratio achieved by deploying only one device in D-Set, i.e.,
without the reputation scheme. Our reputation scheme significantly increases the expense (the
deployment of at least 30 devices) for an attacker to achieve the same attack success ratio.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the following:
• Adding noise in users’ data can protect their data privacy without significantly influencing
the performance of centralised location-privacy recommender systems.
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• Location-privacy recommender systems can be implemented in a decentralised fashion using
opportunistic networks.
• The accuracy and the leak of decentralised location-privacy recommender systems are close
to those of centralised ones, after collecting adequate data.
• The decentralised structure is vulnerable to the sampling attack.
• Encounter frequency of nodes in opportunistic networks can be used as a proxy to build a
reputation scheme that can significantly mitigate the effectiveness of the sampling attack.
• The encounter-frequency-based reputation scheme has minimal influence on the performance
of recommenders and can increase attackers’ expense of conducting successful attack.
We evaluated the performance of the decentralised recommender system through simulation.
As the nodes’ movement in our simulation was restricted by the road layout of the town of
St Andrews, the results from the simulation can only represent scenarios of a small town.
Meanwhile, as we only considered walking mobility patterns, our results may be different from
the results produced by simulation of nodes driving or taking public transport in cities.

Chapter 7
Conclusions
In LSS, effective mechanisms to control users’ location disclosure is important, as inappropriate
location disclosure leads to privacy risks. In this thesis, we proposed to use user-based CF
recommender systems, which have been widely used in other areas to solve information overload
problems, to help users configure their location-privacy settings. We have demonstrated that user-
based CF recommender systems can provide accurate, acceptable, and robust location-privacy
recommendations, by answering the following research questions:
• Q1 Can recommender systems provide accurate location-privacy recommendations?
• Q2 What factor affect people’s acceptance of location-privacy recommender systems?
• Q3 How can we modify the design of location-privacy recommender systems to make it
more acceptable?
For Q1, we have been able to conclude that user-based CF recommender systems can provide
accurate location-privacy recommendations that are comparable with the recommendations made
by model-based classifiers. Meanwhile, user-based CF recommenders are more accurate during
cold-start periods. For Q2, we have found negative effects from users’ privacy concerns about
providing their data to centralised recommender servers on their acceptance of our recommender
system. We have also found the effects from the contexts and the openness of recommendations
on acceptance. Our hypothesis that users’ acceptance is affected by crowdsourcing sources could
not be supported by our results. For Q3, we have been able to conclude that it is feasible to
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cooperate our centralised location-privacy recommender system with data obfuscation without
significantly decreasing its performance. It is also feasible to decentralise our recommender
system and make it accurate and robust.
In this chapter, we summarise our contributions, analyse the limitations of our work, and discuss
the possible directions for future work.
7.1 Contributions
In Chapter 4, we evaluated the performance of user-based CF location-privacy recommender
systems. The contributions of this chapter included:
• We implemented a location-privacy recommender using user-based CF and we demonstrated
that the overall performance of the recommender is close to the best performance of the
model-based classifiers, which are more computationally expensive to use in the real world.
• We simulated the scenario of cold-start periods and demonstrated that when individual
users have insufficient data, the performance of our recommender is better than that of the
model-based classifiers.
In Chapter 5, we conducted online user studies to investigate people’s acceptance of location-
privacy recommenders and the factors that can affect their acceptance. The contributions of this
chapter were as the follows:
• Through CFA and SEM, we demonstrated that people have privacy concerns about providing
their data to centralised recommender servers. Such concerns have significant negative effects
on their perceived recommendation quality, satisfaction about their choices, and acceptance
of recommended location-privacy settings.
• Objective factors, including the contexts and the openness of recommended location-privacy
settings, affect people’s acceptance. Recommendations with the highest openness or the
lowest openness are less likely to be accepted.
• By analysing the feedback from our participants, we speculated that the regularity of contexts
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and the potential risks caused by failed recommendations may affect people’s acceptance of
recommended location-privacy settings.
In Chapter 6, we proposed two schemes that could alleviate people’s privacy concerns about
our system. We evaluated the performance of both of them, which are data obfuscation and
decentralisation. For the decentralisation, we also evaluated its robustness against the sampling
attack and proposed a encounter-frequency-based reputation scheme to prevent the attack. The
contributions of this chapter were:
• We implemented the recommender in a privacy-aware fashion by using data obfuscation to
protect users’ data privacy. We showed that the loss of performance from the added noise is
minimal.
• We compared the performance of the decentralised location-privacy recommender system
with that of the centralised location-privacy recommender system. We demonstrated that
using opportunistic networks, decentralised location-privacy recommender systems can
perform as well as the centralised one does.
• We introduced a sampling attacker device in our decentralised system to bias recommenda-
tions. By simply generating shill profiles from received real profiles, more than half of target
recommendations were changed by only one attacker device. Our decentralised system is
vulnerable to the sampling attack.
• We used the encounter frequency of devices in opportunistic networks as a proxy of reputation.
Such reputation scheme can significantly mitigate the effectiveness of the sampling attack.
Compared with traditional similarity-based detection, our reputation scheme increases the
expense of attackers to conduct successful shilling attack.
7.2 Discussion
In this thesis, we have proposed and evaluated location-privacy recommender systems that can
automatically configure people’s location-privacy settings. Inspired by the widely successful
applications of user-based CF recommenders in the real world and the existing research that
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demonstrates the similarity in people’s location-privacy preferences, we chose user-based CF to
realise our recommender. We have conducted a series of experiments to evaluate its performance
and users’ acceptance.
In Chapter 4, we conducted a number of evaluations on both the overall performance and the
performance during cold-start periods. The data for these offline evaluations were collected
previously, from the real world. Compared with data gathered from online crowdsourcing
platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, the sample size of the data we used is smaller and
the diversity may be lower. However, the data we used were collected in situ when people were
actually using LSS applications, which have better quality.
In the user study that we conducted in Chapter 5, we evaluated our recommenders from users’
perspective. The samples in our experiments are mainly from university students from 18 to 24
years old and the university is located in a small town. Thus, our results only represent this special
group. We have controlled some objective factors of the recommenders unchanged, including
the recommendation accuracy. We used a random recommendation generator for all the three
recommenders in our study to make sure that the recommendations from different recommenders
have the same quality. As a consequence, the overall accuracy of these recommendations is
inevitably affected, compared with ideal recommendations. We believe that such side effect
affects all participants, which means that it would not contribute specifically to any of the
detected effects in our results. Another limitation is that we only used the participants’ own
location check-in histories to generate recommendations. This was to make sure that they were
familiar with the contexts of recommendations, as they had been there. We believe that the
choices that our participants made under such circumstances are more accurate than those made
by them if we had asked them to hypothetically consider some places they had never been to.
This means, however, that we were not able to evaluate their acceptance of the recommendations
when they entered some new contexts.
In Chapter 6, we demonstrated that decentralised location-privacy recommender systems can
perform as well as centralised systems do. One of the premises behind this result is that people
only request recommendations when they arrive at their destinations and want to check in, which
makes the recommendation requests sparse. Thus, there are enough time for devices to exchange
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data with each other. In other recommendation scenarios, such as movie or music, it is not
uncommon that people request “Top-N” recommendations very soon once they begin to use a
recommender system. Thus, the decentralised structure may not be suitable to provide accurate
recommendations in such scenarios.
7.3 Future work
Our study has demonstrated the feasibility of location-privacy recommender systems and has
helped us understand people’s acceptance of such systems. Based on our results, we suggest
some potentially interesting directions for future research.
7.3.1 Confidence, explanation, and obfuscation
In this thesis, we have evaluated the objective performance, i.e., accuracy and leak, of our
location-privacy recommenders, and people’s acceptance of them. Several other factors are also
worth to be investigated in the future.
The first one is the confidence of recommendations. As described in Chapter 4, the recommen-
dations in our system were made based on the weights of two groups of neighbours who had
different decisions (i.e., “share” or “not share”). If one group’s weight is much more than that
of another group, e.g., 90% vs. 10%, we can say that the recommendation in this case has a
relatively high confidence value. If the two weights, however, are close, e.g., 55% vs. 45%, does
it mean that the recommendations are more likely to fail? One possible research question to be
examined is whether the confidence of recommendations has relations with the performance of
recommenders. We also would like to examine if there are relations between the confidence of
recommendations and people’s acceptance of them.
The second one is the explanation of recommendations. For the same location-privacy decision,
different people may have different reasons to make it. For example, one may decide to share
a location for social benefits while another one may make the same decision for discounts. If
we can capture these reasons, we may use them as explanations for recommendations. Thus,
additional dimensions need to be introduced in contexts to represent different explanations,
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which may lead to better recommendation accuracy.
The third one is combining obfuscation with recommended location-privacy settings. As we
discussed in Chapter 2, data obfuscation such as anonymity has been used to protect location
privacy. Thus, we can introduce data obfuscation in location-privacy recommendations. For
example, people may not accept a “share” or “not share” recommendation at a specific location
and a specific time point. But adding obfuscation into the temporal dimensions (e.g., marking
location check-ins with time ranges rather than time points) or spatial dimensions (e.g., sharing
areas rather than specific locations) of recommendations may be acceptable.
The possible outcome from the investigation about recommendation confidence, explanation,
and obfuscation may also help with people’s acceptance of recommended location-privacy
settings. In the user study that we conducted in Chapter 5, people’s acceptance varied based
on the openness and the contexts of recommendations. For a recommendation, if we provide
its confidence and explanation to users and make obfuscation in different dimensions available,
may this improve the users’ acceptance in the cases that had low acceptance in our study? To
examine question, we need to find an effective way to let people express the reasons behind their
decisions. We also need to select the most relevant explanations to be shown to users.
7.3.2 Decentralised recommender systems in other areas
Decentralisation has extended the design space of recommender systems, from completely
centralised infrastructures to structures based on existing mobile opportunistic networks. It not
only provides a way to balance the trade-off between people’s data privacy and the performance
of systems, but also can potentially reduce the expense of service deployment.
The results of our simulation in Chapter 6 have shown that decentralised location-privacy
recommender systems can perform well once have received adequate data. Although, as we
discussed in the previous section, the decentralised structure may not be suitable in some specific
application scenarios, it may be able to provide accurate recommendations in some applications
wherein the requests of recommendations are sparse. For example, in location recommender
systems, people normally request recommendations when they want to move to the next place, or
during a certain period of time (e.g., recommending nearby restaurants at lunch time). Thus, there
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may be enough time for people’s devices to receive data before recommendations are requested.
We speculate that decentralised recommender systems may be helpful in these scenarios.
Our results have only shown the feasibility of decentralised location-privacy recommender
systems. The major motivation of Chapter 6 is to alleviate people’s concerns about providing their
data to our system. Therefore, it is also needed to investigate the actual mitigation effectiveness
of the decentralised structure on people’s concerns. In addition, it is worth to examine the
reputation scheme against other types of shilling attacks.
7.3.3 Privacy recommenders in other areas
In this thesis, we have applied user-based CF recommenders to helping people make decisions
specifically for location privacy. We only considered people explicitly sharing their locations,
i.e. through location check-ins. People’s location information, however, can be inferred from
many other types of medium. For example, from analysing photos and the user tags of photos,
the locations when the photos were taken can be inferred [44]. People’s online social media
contents such as message context, social networks, and user profiles can also be used to infer
their locations [7]. Therefore, location-privacy recommenders can also be used to control the
disclosure of the above mentioned types of information.
Our work sheds light on the probability of using recommender systems to support complex
decisions that have similarity. Privacy decisions are a subset of people’s decisions. One
explanation of privacy decisions is the privacy calculus theory, which says that people’s privacy
decisions are the result of the trade-off between the risks and the benefits of the decision. If
people’s privacy decisions in other areas also fit such theory, it is worth to investigate the
possibility of a general privacy recommender system that can be used in different areas.
In other areas that have complex contexts, such as online social networks, people also face the
difficulty of protecting their privacy effectively. If their privacy preferences also have similarity in
these areas, it may be possible to use recommender systems to help them configure their privacy
settings as well. Then one of the key research questions is that, in different application scenarios,
what features we should consider to compose contexts. Existing research has shown that the
recipient with whom people share their data and the reason why the recipient wants to access
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also affect people’s privacy decisions. Introducing these features into privacy recommenders
may bring better recommendations.
Apart from considering more features, finer-grained privacy preferences may also lead to better
recommendations. Due to the limitation of the used data set, we only considered binary privacy
decisions (i.e. “share” and “not share”) in this thesis. In the real world, people’s privacy
preferences may not be as simple as this and they may have different thresholds to make
decisions. Thus, to test these hypotheses, we need to collect people’s privacy preferences with
finer granularity. In the process of publishing and using such data, people’s data privacy (e.g.
differential privacy [38]) should be guaranteed as well.
7.3.4 Deployment and scalability
As the usability issues in privacy protection exist not only in location-sharing services, but also in
other applications such as online social media, a reasonable way to deploy privacy recommender
systems in the real world is to realise it as a third party open-source framework that can be used
by many other applications. By this means, although different applications use heterogeneous
data, we can still use the contexts of the information disclosure in these applications to form
“user-decision” matrices and build recommenders upon them.
When deploying recommender systems in the real world, one of the major issues is the scalability
of the systems. For an online recommender system with n users and a neighbourhood size of k,
the major computational expense is to find the k nearest neighbours for each of these n users.
Thus, its time complexity is O(nk). Constant time CF algorithms such as Eigentaste [45] has
been proposed to reduce the time complexity to O(k).
Appendix A
Glossary
• Ubiquitous computing: An environment wherein computing resource is available anytime
and everywhere.
• Global positioning system (GPS): A system that provides geolocation information globally
to its receivers.
• Location-based services (LBS): Services that use people’s location information as a feature.
• Location-sharing services (LSS): Services that enable people to share their location infor-
mation with each other.
• Role-based access control (RBAC): Mechanisms that control subjects’ access to objects,
based on the roles of subjects and the privileges of the roles.
• Online social networks (OSN): Online platforms that allow people to build their social
networks with others.
• Points of interest (POI): Locations that may be of some people’s interests.
• Web 2.0: Websites that allow and encourage users to generate their own content.
• Location-based social network (LBSN): Platforms that use people’s location information
as a feature to customise their social networks.
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• Anonymity: The ability to be unidentifiable.
• Collaborative filtering (CF): A technique that predicts a user’s interests by analysing the
preferences from many other users.
• Privacy-enhancing technologies (PET): Techniques that help users to protect the privacy
of their personal information.
• Shilling attacks: Attacks conducted by malicious users using fake profiles to inject ratings
to bias the recommendation results of recommender systems.
• Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA): A form of factor analysis used to examine whether
the measures of a factor are valid.
• Structural equation modeling (SEM): A statistical analysis technique used to analyse
multiple structural relationships.
• Opportunistic networks: A type of network of mobile devices connected wirelessly without
an infrastructure.
Appendix B
Ethics approval
The ethics approval letter for the user study discussed in Chapter 5 is included on the next
page.
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Appendix C
Questionnaires
For the user study discussed in Chapter 5, we use the following questionnaires to measure the
trust, quality, satisfaction, and concerns of our participants. These questionnaires are a modified
version of the questionnaires from the user-centric framework [71], according to our need. The
answer for each question is one of “Strongly disagree”, “Disagree”, “Neutral”, “Agree”, and
“Strongly agree”.
• trust
1. Technology never works.
2. I’m less confident when I use technology.
3. The usefulness of technology is highly overrated.
4. Technology may cause harm to people.
5. I prefer to do things by hand.
6. I have no problems trust my life to technology.
7. I always double-check computer results.
• quality
1. I like the location-sharing choices that were made by the system.
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2. The recommendations fitted my location-privacy preferences.
3. The recommended location-sharing choices were well-chosen.
4. The recommended location-sharing choices were relevant.
5. The system recommended too many bad location-sharing choices.
6. I didn’t like any of the recommended location-sharing choices.
7. The recommendations I accepted were “the best among the worst”.
• satisfaction
1. I like the recommendations that I’ve accepted.
2. I would like to use my chosen location-sharing choices to protect my location privacy.
3. The location-sharing choices I chose are incapable to protect my location privacy.
4. The chosen location-sharing choices fit my location-privacy preferences.
5. I can configure better-location sharing preferences than the ones that I accepted.
6. Some of my chosen location-sharing choices could become part of my default location-
privacy settings.
7. I would recommend some of the chosen location-sharing choices to others/friends.
• concerns
1. I’m afraid that the system discloses private information about me.
2. The system invades my privacy.
3. I feel confident that the system respects my privacy.
4. I’m uncomfortable providing private data to the system.
5. I think the system respects the confidentiality of my data.
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